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Busy Concert Season Planned
By Murray City School Bands
The Murray High School salute written by Andrew
bands, consisting of the concert Balent.
band, the stage band and the
The symphonic band, comnewly formed symphonic hand, posed of band members chosen
are presently involved in ex- by audition, will present
tensive preparations for their "Americans We" by Fillmore,
busiest concert season on "Folk Legend" by Hunsberger,
record.
"Fanfare and Allegro" by
The season will get underway Williams and "America, the
next Thursday, Feb. 20. when Beautiful"
arranged
by
the concert and symphonic Dragon. The symphonic band is
bands present an "Alt- under the direction of Joe Sills.
American Concert," at 7:30 p.
Then on Friday, Feb. 21, the
m. at the University School MHS Stage Band will present
auditorium. Admission is free. programs at Murray Middle
The concert band, under the School at 9:05 a. m. and at
direction of James Light and Benton Junior High at 2 p. m.
Frank Schwab, will present four
The Stage Band has perselections, all either patriotic in formed several times this year
nature or written by an and its repertoire includes all
American composer. The types of "big band" music,
program will consist of "Torcy from jazz to soul.
Following the Benton apof Liberty," a march by Karl
King, "America" by John pearance, the Stage Band will
Cacavas, "Imperatrix" by---travel to Bowling Green to
Alfred Reed and "Century compete in the Kentucky State
Celebration," a bicentennial Stage Band Festival being held

at Western Kentucky. Fourteen
stage bands from the western
half of the state are expected to
compete for awards.
On March 4, the stage band
will perform in a program with
the visiting Memphis State
University Concert Band. This
concert will also be held in the
University School Auditorium
at 7:30 p. m. with an admission
of $1 per person.
In April, on Friday the 4th and
Saturday the 5th, the Murray
Middle School, 88-member, 7thgrade band, the 66-member,
8th-grade band, the 77-member
MHS concert band and the 51member MHS symphonic band,
will perform in the annual
Kentucky State Concert Band
Festival which will be held at
Murray State University.
"Each group is now or will
shortly be working on selections
to be perfotined at this event,
(See Concert, Page 101

Bad Weather Could Bring On
More Increases In Food Prices
WASHINGTON (AP) — The by mid-year and possibly some
increase in the cost of food is declines late in the year," the
slowing down, but government Agriculture Department said
economists say another round Friday.
of bad weather could send groBut the department's Outlook
cery prices soaring again by and Situation Board cautioned
the end of the year.
that "another year of poor
"Favorable weather and the growing conditions and disexpectation of large harvests appointing harvests could result
could bring about a substantial in even further food price inslowing in food price increases creases."

$600 Grocery Bill?
Four Times A Year

QUEEN Of BLACK HISTORY WELK—Debbie Payne,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mose Pane, is Murray High School
queen of Black History Week

Fate Of 12 Million Birds Now
Hinges Only On Proper Weather
PADUCAH, Ky. (AM—Only
warm weather will save the
lives of more than a million
blackbirds, grackles, starlings
and cow birds roosting near
this western Kentucky city.
And the fate of four million
birds at Ft. Campbell, and another eight million at the Milan
Army Ammunition Plant in Milan, Tenn., hinges on the weather Aumlinstructions from.the

Carroll Calls For
Colleges To Take
Classes To Adults

The city's decision will be
Pentagon.
The weather forecast is for based solely on the weather,
rain and cold temperatures — Howerton said. Without rain
the best conditions possible for and cold temperatures — there
will be no kill.
extermination of the birds.
The Army was prohibited
The planned kills at Paducah
and Ft. Campbell are not re- from exterminating the birds
lated, but city officials awaited on the federal reservations
the outcome of litigation when two environmental groups
against the Army before decid- took the matter to court.
After first being stymied by a
ing to go ahead with their own
--restraining order, then by apextermination program.
City Manager William How- peals, the Army was given the
erton says the Paducah birds go-ahead Friday to kill the
may be sprayed today with a birds when Supreme Court
chemical that would remove Chief Justice Warren E. Burger
protective oils from their feath- denied a request for another iners, causing them to fieete to junction.
"Our bird problem isn't as
death.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll says many
adult Kentuckians want or need
to continue their education but
can't enroll full-time in college
programs.
As a solution, Carroll said,
WASHINGTON (AP1—Chief
"colleget -must provide this litatin. Worm," ' Purger has
education where the students rejected an 11th-hour request
are — at home, in the commu- by an animal-protection group
nity, in the factories, plants, Of- _ that he block the Army's
fices and industrial parks:01 the_planned extermination of milstate."
lions of birds in Kentucky and
Carroll also told a seminar on Tennessee.
college accreditation Friday
Burger turned down without
that he will ask the 1976 Gener- comment Friday a request by
al Assembly for funding to ex- the Society for Animals Rights
pand off-campus programs in that he set aside an order by
medicine, dentistry and other the U.S. Court of Appeals perhealth science careers.
mitting the killings. The society
The governor said Kentucky's has filed suit in U.S. District
new area health education net- Court to halt the operation perworks, which attempt to attract manently.
health science workers to rural
areas, must be expanded and
strengthened.
He said within five years every section of the state should
have a health education network.

One Section — 10 Pages

bad as they have at Ft. Campbell or in Tennessee," Howerton said Friday night. "But
it's bad."
He said the city plans to use
a fixed wing aircraft to spray a
23 acre area where the birds
roost.
The city's plan calls for 1,500
gallons of water, mixed with
500 gallons of the chemical.
Tergitol, to be sprayed on the
roosting area, he said.
Meanwhile, Lt. Col. John
Klose, information officer at
Ft. Campbell, said no action
against the birds will be taken
until officials at the southwei
Kentucky Army base receive
instructions from Washington.
But when the decision is
made, the Army's action will
be swift.
"It only takes 15 minutes for
us to get ready," he said. And
we could pull off the operation
The Army extermination pro- in about three hours after.' degram to to take place al FL cision is made to go."
Campbell, Ky. and at the Milan
Army Ammunition Depot in
TODAY'S INDEX
Robertson and Giles counties,
One Section Toda,.
Tenn. A similar program is expected to be carried out by ci2 3
Local Scene
vilian officials in Paducah, Ky.
.2
Dear Abby
The Army and local officials
3
Horoscopes. .
said the 13 million birds—
.
.
Editorials.
grackles, blackbirds, starlings
Fins 'n Feathers. . .4, 5
and cow birds—have interfered
6 7
Sports
with aircraft operations at Ft.
Comics, Crossword . .8
Campbell and may carry histo. .8, 9
Classifieds.
plasmosis, an occasionally fatal
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lung disease,

Burger Rejects Late Request
To Block Bird Extermination

Debbie Payne
Crowned Queen
At Murray High
Debbie Payne, a sophomore
at Murray High School and the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mose
Payne, was crowned Queen of
Black History Week and
presented roses during an
assembly program at thc school
Thursday.
Last year's Queen, Regina
Bumphis, crowned Miss Payne.
Finalists in the competition
included Alisa Foster, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ross Foster,
escorted by Michael Reed;
Willie Nell Reed, daughter of
Mrs. Ruth Williams, escorted
by Mark Cavitt; and Becky
Younge,daughter of Mr. Robert
Younge, escorted by Dwaine
Musgrove. Raymond Sims
escorted Debbie Payne and
Willie Perry escorted Regina
Btu-Aphis for the ceremony.
Master of Ceremonies for the
program was Roderick Reed,
1973 graduate who is attending
Murray State University. The
program included songs by
Deveen Perry and Olivia Smith,
both Murray State students: a
solo by Willie Nell Reed; a skit
by Becky Younge and Grettis
Bumphis; a pantomine by
Dwain Musgrove, Lucille Arnold, Alisa Foster and Lem
Blanton; a skit by Regina
Bumphis; and a dance by
Regina Bumphis, Lucille
Arnold Alisa Foster, Becky
Younge and Willie Nell Reed.

CINCINNATI, Ohio )AP( —
It is a bad day for grocery
clerks when Mary Joe Berding
comes to call.
The last time she led her
family of six children to market it took 50 minutes for the
grocery clerk to tally up her
bill which came to over $600.
That means over 13 feet of
grocery tape, which told the
tale of 54 grocery' bags and
nine grocery carts.
"They hate to see me come
in," said Mrs. Berding.
Going to the grocery is a big
event in the Berding family, because Mama Herding shops
only once every three months.
"I hate grocery shopping,"
Mrs. Berding said after a recent trip to the market. "I hate
the crowds. I hate the fact that
you have to go every week and
all the time it takes. So I just
put my shopping off until I
have to go."
Just compiling a shopping list
takes several days. Mrs. Herding's last list included 15 large
size jars of Tang, 26 boxes of
cereal, 15 large boxes of sugar
and 15 large cans of corn.
"Somehow we made a mistake and ended up with seven
large jars of mustard." she admitted.
Once the shopping spree is
over, that's all the grocery'
shopping the family does for
the next three months. Meat
and dairy items don't court,
since Mrs. Herding has them
delivered.
-"The kids know they have to
ration all the junk they buy because once they eat it, it's
gone," Mrs. Herding said.
"When you go to the grocery'
once a week, you're forever
picking up more and more
junk."
Her infrequent trips to the
grocery, do save money, she
said.
"When you're buying for
three months, you're eating on
last week's prices for the whole
time," she said. "We think
that's quite a saving.-

Still, it isn't the money that
delays her trips to the grocery
store. It's the thought of making up those long grocery lists
and the pleasure she gets out of
having a specially designed
kitchen which has so much pantry and freezer space that it's
really a miniature supermarket.
Right now, both Mrs. Herding
and the grocery clerk are happy. The pantry is full. Neither
Mrs. Berding nor the grocery
clerk has to start worrying
again until about Memorial
Day.

Two Injured
In Accidents
Here Friday
Two persons were injured
Friday in separate automobile
accidents, according to Murray
police who investigated the,
incidents.
At 350 p. m. Friday,
driven by Robert E. Crosno,
Caruthersville, Mo., and Troy
Beane, Route One Kirksey,
collided on the Central
Shopping Center parking lot.
Injured in the accident was a
passenger, Ralph Crouch,
Route One, 57, who was treated
and released at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Police reports indicated back
and neck injuries.
At 4:58 p. m. Friday, Doris M.
Cash of Mayfield, 19, was injured in a one-car accident on
College Farm Road. Police
identified the driver as Lew
Wallace, Jr., of Cadiz. Miss
Cash was admitted for observation to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
where whe was listed in
satisfactory condition early
today.
Police also investigated a
theft at the ATO fraternity
house, 101 North 16th, where
about $30 was taken from a
pinball machine.

Meanwhile, retail food prices
are rising at a slower pace
than the department forecast
two months ago. Those now are
expected to rise 2 to 3 per cent
in the first quarter and perhaps
another 3 per cent in the second, the board said.
last December, the department said prices probably
would go up 3 to 4 per cent in
each of the first two quarters
this year, an annual rate of 15
per cent.
Larry V. Sumrners of the department's Economic Research
Service said the new forecast
represents an annual increase
of 10 to 12 per cent. For all of
1974, retail food prices rose an
average of 14.5 per cent from
1973, with most of the gain in
the early part of the year.
Summers said it was "impossible at this time to tell" how
food prices will behave in the
last half of 1975. So much depends on whether record crops
of wheat, corn, soybeans and
other commodities materialize,
he said.
Those include the major raw
materials for livestock feed to
produce such staples as beef,
pork, milk and chicken for consumer tables.
Another indication that inflation may be slowing, a decline in wholesale prices in
January, helped push stock
prices higher Friday. The Dow
Jones Industrial Average rose
7.28 to 734.20 after announcement of the wholesale price
drop of three-tenths of one per
cent.
Wall Street analysts said anISee.

-

cars -PAHS Seniors
Named Merit
Finalists
Three Murray High School
seniors, Coy Edwin Garrett, Jr.,
Tim Philpot, and Randall
Winchester, have been named
National Merit Scholarship
Finalists, according to information received by Principal
Eli Alexander.
These three were named
Semifinalists in the national
competition earlier in the year.
They have received Certificates
of Merit and are competing for
about 1,000 one year National
Merit Scholarships worth
$1,000. and 2,400 four-year Merit
Scholarships.
"We are extremely proud to
honor these three young men,"
Mr. Alexander said.

Petit Jury Not
To Report Monday
The Calloway County Circuit
Court petit jury will not report
for duty Monday, Feb. 17, according to the office of James
Blalock, Circuit Court Clerk.
The petit jury is to report for
duty at 9 a. m., Tuesday, Feb.
18, the clerk's office said.

Post Office To
Be Closed Monday
The Murray Post Office will
be closed Monday, in obGeorge
of
servance
Washington's birthday, according to a spokesman for the
local office.
There will be no rural or city
delivery Monday, but the lobby
of the post office will be open for
access to post office boxes.
Windows at the post office will
not be open.

Weather Forecast
Cloudy with rain likely
tonight and Sunday. LOWS
tonight in the mid to upper 30s.
Highs Sunday in the upper 40s
to low 50s Winds northeast six
to 12 twins per hour tonight.
The outlook for Monday - cloudy
and cooler with a chance of
showers. Precipitation chances
are 70 per cent tonight and 70
per cent Sunday

CALLOWAY HOMECOMING QUEEN—Becky Blackford was crowned as the
new Homecoming Queen at Calloway County High School Friday night. At-

tend ..1,‘o. are, left to right, Pam Robertson,Sharon Buchanan; 1974 Queen Candy rh iugh: Leah Vance, Kathy Jackson, Sandra Parris.
(Staff Photo.. by Dave Celava)

1975 Calloway High Homecoming Queen Becky Blackford
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Blackford of Calloway
County. She was crowned as the new queen at the local
high school in ceremonies Friday night

Pa
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Lucretia Crawford Instalkill As
Wort* Atkisor Of Rainbow for
C1s; Special Awards Giien

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Four years perfect atLucretia Crawford was installed as worthy advisor of tendance to Phyllis Coleman
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order who received a silver engraved
of the Rainbow for Girls for the tray from the assembly; one
year perfect attendance to
Deidra Folsom, Verenda
Mathis, Rhonda Sledd, and
Cindy Bailey; "Pot of Gold" to
Less Robertson; merit bars to
Rhonda Sledd, Deidra Folsom,
Tina George, Linda Knight,
Kathy Black, Cindy Bailey, and
Debbie Darnell.
Cindy Bailey, retiring worthy
advisor, presided at the opening
of the meeting and Paula Cook,
recorder, read the minutes.
Persons introduced and given
a special welcome were Phyllis
Coleman, grand confidential
observer; Kathy Higgin9.
botham, grand representative;
Hendley,
Patricia
Lesa
Barbara
Robertson, and
Windsor, past grand officers of
Rainbow; Irene Tucker, Linda
Lucretia Crawford
George, and Becky Phillips,
-Worthy Advisor
past worthy advisors of Murray
ensuing term at the installation Assembly; Frances Churchill,
held at the Masonic Hall.
past mother advisor of Murray
Other officers installed were Assembly; Sybil Lasater,
Tina George, worthy ass.Iciate
worthy matron of Murray Star
advisor; Verenda Mathis, Chapter No. 433 Order of the
charity; Rhonda Sledd, hope; Eastern Star.
Deidra Folsom, faith; Kathy
Following the installation a
Higginbotham, recorder; Less
social hour was held with
Robertson, treasurer; Cindy
refreshments being served by
Bailey, drill leader; Phyllis
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Coleman, chaplain; Linda Crawford, parents of new
Dingman,
Knight, love; Cathy
worthy advisor.
religion; Deana
Seigler,
Guests registering for the
nature; Lagena James, immortality; Sherry Crawford, installation were Mildred
Black, Folsom, Mary Turner, Barbara
fidelity;
Kathy
patriotism; Debbie Nance, George, Donald R. Crawford,
service; Susan Estes, con- Kevin Crawford, Crete Sinter,
fidential observer; Debbie and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Darnell, outer observer; Marie Crawford.
Armstrong, musician; Linda
George, choir director; Rachel
Seigler, mother advisor.
Advisory board members
installed were Twila Coleman,
Irene Tucker, Barbara Windsor, Frances Churchill, Sybil
The ladies day luncheon of the
Lasater, Joe Lasater, Henry Murray Country Club will be
Sledd, and Doyce Morris,- - held Wednesday, February 19,
Installing officers were at noon with Mrs. Donald Keller
Patricia Hendley, worthy ad- as chairman of the hostesses.
visor; Becky Phillips, chaplain; Reservations should be made
Pat Evans, recorder; Paula with Mrs. Keller by Monday
Cox*, marshall; Louise Short, noon.

Luncheon Will
Be Held, Club

=smart.

The new worthy advisor has
chosen as her term theme,
-God Gave His Son;" emblem,
Cross; flower, carnation;
scripture, John 3:16; colors,
blue and white; song, "If That
Isn't Love."
were
awards
Special
presented to members by the
Twila
advisor,
past mother
Coleman, as follows.

Other
hostesses
are
Mesdames A. D. Wallace, Max
Whitford, Robert Williams, E.
L. Howe, Jr., Travis Webb. Jere
C. Stripling, Laurine Doran,
and Rick Miller.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a. m. with Mrs. Donald
Robinson and Mrs. John T.
• Irvan as hostesses.

Saturday, February 15
Hazel Woman's Club will
have a "Sweetheart Supper" at
the Avalon Restaurant, Paris,
Term , at seven p. m.

Would she be better off
without him?
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Is it too late to leave a husband after 36
years of marriage? Through the years. I have put up with
plenty of abuse, both verbal and physical, but I always
forgave him.
Last night was the last straw. At supper, my husband
had taken second helpings of everything on the table. We
were just about finished when I noticed a little more stew in
the bowl, so I put it on his plate.
He flew into a rage, saying he wasn't a garbage can, then
he picked up his plate and shoved it into my face, all over
my glasses and in my hair! This happened last night and I
am still so infuriated I can hardly control myself.
He didn't apologize. He never does.) He just said: "Well,
you asked for it when you tried to force the leftovers on
me!''
I suppose it's too late to leave him, but if you were in my
place, what would you have done'? Or better yet, what would
YOU do now?
HAD IT
DEAR HAD IT: What I would do and what YOU should
do are probably two different things. If you have put up
with his abuse for 36 years, you either must have liked it, or
felt that you had no choice. Now, you should ask yourself
the question, "Would I be better off without him -or with
him?" There's your answer.
DEAR ABBY: I'm the mother of a 15-year-old daughter
and a 14-year-old son. They're good kids as far as behavior
goes, but they are a pair of lazy slobs when it comes to
keeping their rooms picked up.
I have pleaded with them. yelled at them, and threatened
them with the worst kind of punishment, but nothing
works.
We live in a lovely new home, and each has a beautiful
room, but you would never know it.
Abby, I am not a fanatic, nor am I unreasonable. I just
what them to hang up their clothes and keep their rooms
presentable. I don't even ask them to make their own beds.
When guests come over and want to see the house. I have
to keep these two rooms dosed off because I'm ashamed of
the way they look most of the time.
Can you help me?
GIVING UP
DEAR GIVING: You are fighting a losing battle,
Mother. Say no more to them, keep their doors dosed, and
enter their rooms only to change the beds, and rake it once a
week. When they get tired of living in that mess, they'll
clean it up. Until then, don't let it aggravate you. It's not
worth it.
DEAR ABBY: I am a girl whose best features are my
legs. Believe me, 1 don't have much else, but I've been told I
could make a fortune modeling hosiery. Naturally I show
them off every chance I get.
Here is one girl you will never catch in pants. I always
wear a dress or shorts, which brings me to my question: Are
hot pants still in style for summer? And even if they aren't,
should I wear them when shorts are appropriate? Thank
you.
GOOD LEGS

Campus Lights will be at
Lovett Auditorium at eight p.

m.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will have a
banquet at the Holiday Inn.

Monday,February 17
Murray High School PTA will
meet at 7:30 p.m.
Luther Robertson Elementary School PTA will have a
family potluck supper with
teachers as honored guests at
6:30 p. m. at the school. Meat,
drinks, and bread will be
provided.

Murray
Chapter
of
Secretaries will have a dinner
Gospel singing will be held at at MSU Student
Union Building
South Marshall Missionary at seven p. m.
Baptist Church at seven p. m.

Dance for members of the
Murray Moose Lodge and their
out of county guests will be held
at the Lodge Hall from eight p.
m. to midnight.
Willing Workers Club of Hazel
will serve fish dinners at the
Chestnut Grove A. M.E. Church
from five to nine p. m. with the
charge being 81.50 per plate.
Virgin Chapter No. 55 DES
will sponsor a Valentine dinner
at seven p. m. at the Douglas
Community Center. Public is
invited.
Xi Alpha Kappa Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will have a
banquet at the Triangle Inn to
honor Julia Cain, Valentine
queen.

Penny Homemakers Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. Ernest
Madrey at 12:30 p. m.
Jackie Goodwin,Past President 1975, and Donna Garland, viceRecovery, Inc., will meet at president of Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of the Woodmen of the
the Mental Health Center at World, make preparations for the sorority's scrapbook which will
seven p. m.
be entered in state competition at the state convention at
Louisville and be in competition with all WOW units in Kentucky.
Alateen will meet at the AA
111
Hall, North Sixth and Walnut
LE-49
,
'1'
1
Streets, at seven p. m.
Community
Continuing
Nursing Education meeting will
be at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at 7:30 p. m.
with Dr. H. S. Jackson, Jr., as
speaker.

*Cash Box's 1974
"Best New Male Vocalist"

Monday,February 17
New Providence Riding Club
will have a dinner at Bull
Durham Restaurant at 6:30 p.
m.

Murray High Junior Class
will present the play, "People
Golden Circle Class of
Are Funny," at the Middle
Memorial Baptist Church will
School auditorium at eight p. m.
meet with June Cottrell at seven
P. m•
Sunday,February 16
Kirksey United Methodist
Tuesday, February 18
Church Men will have a breakRuth Wilson Circle of Good
fast at seven p. m. at the church
with Dr. Roger Macha as Shepherd United Methodist
Church Women will meet at the
speaker.
home of Mrs. Esther Sigmon at
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Darnell 1:30 p. m.

will have open house in
Sunshine Homemakers Club
celebration of their golden
wedding anniversary from two will meet with Nona Tabers at
to 4:30 p. m. at their home in 9:30 a. m.
Coldwater.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
Formal tea in honor of meet at seven p. m.
Georgia McDaniel, Grand
Worthy Advisor of Kentucky,
Murray Assembly No. 19
will be held by Murray Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Assembly No. 19 Order of the will meet at seven p. m. at the
Rainbow for Girls at two p. m. Masonic Hall.

Billy Joel
In Concert

MSU Fieldhouse
Wed. Evening 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 19,1975
Tickets Available at.

Mama Nature's
Chuck's Music or
MSU Student Union
'4.00 for MSU Students
in advance
$5.00 for Public
5.00 at Door
Includes Preliminary Group)
Student Government
Assoc. Production
ffict: 6
,3

.±r7
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THE BUILDING BUY OF THE YEAR!
All Steel

DEAR GOOD: The "styles" today are so flexible that
anything goes. Go *bead and wear hot pants. And if they
catch fire, you can put them out with your pantyhose. 1Get
5*5 Pm07 Ism& 1'

DEAR ABBY: My wife cannot bear children because of
surgery: she has one child from a previous marriage. I am
willing to adopt but I would Like very much to have at least
one of my one.
We understand that some young ladies will conceive a
child for a barren couple through artificial insemination. We
are not rich, but we can afford to pay someone well to do
this for us; we are neither insensitive nor vulgar, and would
take good care of the girl during her pregnancy.
We are concerned, however, about the legal aspects of
this arrangement_
Our friends and relatives are equally divided about such
an idea. We would appreciate your opinion and advice and
any information you can provide to help us locate such a
girl.
NAMELESS IF PRINTED

Butler faiuttareit Buildings

DEAR NAMELESS: First, consult with a lawyer about
the legalities of such an arrangement. I have never beard of
any girl or woman who has or would) consider such a
proposition.

@)0000

•0"

Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No, 69700. L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope. please.
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped 20e1 envelope.

Special Activities Held By
I Calloway For FHA Week

SOMETHING MT US...
Ho crow is demi_
Iwo* us, plensso,
Moss* kelp tos I"

This week, February 9-15, has
been designated as National
Future
Homemakers
of
America Week and the
Calloway County High School
Chapter planned activities for
the week.
The FHA is the national
Organization of home economics
7:25,9:15 + 2:30Sun.
alladents in secondary schools.
All students who have taken or
are taking a home economics
Starts Fri.
course are eligible to join. The
goal of FHA is to help inturn...
An all
dividuals improve personal,
family, and community living.
"Toward New Horizons" is
masur
-the motto. It reminds members
y:
that their contributions to home
life today will influence the
•••••
"IkAT
IPEEFUNG
7:25,9:20 + 2:30 Sat.,Sun,
kinds of homes they have
INFERNO
tomorrow.
No Passei
The organization colors are
red, suggesting strength, and
white, symbol of sincerity. The
flower, red rose, stands for
Late Shaw Fri. it, Sat. 1140 p. m.
beauty in everyday livirtg.
Activities planned by the
•-•4::•
Calloway Chapter were:
(X)I8 or Over Only
Sunday, attend the church of
•• .• • • • •••• • -••• • •••••••••• own choice . Monda • make and
i the FHA
w„r pins'showiri}

ISMOW

motto, colors, and flower;
Tuesday, wear the colors red
and white; Wednesday, wear an
apron and tag showing your
name; Thursday, be kind to
your teachers and apples were
given to show appreciation of
teachers; Friday, be kind to
kitchen personnel; Saturday, do
at least one good deed for a
family member.

3000 SQUARE FEET
(Plus Freight and Sales Tax)

$5452"

SPECIFICATIONS: Color: Galvanized, 40 Ft. Wide X 75 Ft. long, 1 Solid End
Wall, 1 End Wall with 20X13 Double Slide Doors.

$675300

3600 SQUARE FEET

SPECIFICATIONS: Color: Galvanized, 48 Ft. Wide X 75 Ft. Long, 1 End Wall with
24 X 13 Double Slide Doors, 1 Solid End Wall.

NEW

AIRPORT

'WEEKEND GIRLS"

•

•

CHASE GIRL
Mr and Mrs. Charles (lase,
713 College Courts, Murray, are
the parents of a baby girl,
Brande Michelle, weighing
seven pounds one ounce, born
on Thursday, January 30, at
7:28 p m. 'at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
The father La a criminology
major at Murray State
University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. David Chase and Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Pagan, all of
Owinsboro._

PLUS!
WE WILL FURNISH FREE OF CHARGE THE NECESSARY CONCRETE TO
POUR "CURTAIN WALL" TYPE FOUNDATION.
(This Offer Good Thmugh March 31, 1975)

C & S FARM STRUCTURES
Clinton, Kentucky

Phone 502-653-4102
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Editorial
The Murray Ledger & Times

'Campus Lights 1975'
Entertainment For All
Commendations are in order for
individuals and organizations that
are responsible for this year's
edition of "Campus Lights" at
Murray State University.
The production, which is jointly
sponsored by Sigma Alpha Iota and
Phi Mu Alpha professional music
fraternities on the campus,certainly
lives up to its pre-opening publicity
which billed "Campus Lights 1975"
as "a change of pace with a variety
show flavor instead of the usual
Broadway-type format."
Senior director Bruce Boone and
assistant director John Goode have
done an excellent job in organizing
the production which offers entertainment for everyone from
children to adults.

And perhaps the best part of the
annual extravaganza is the scholarship fund that is financed by the
proceeds from -Campus Lights"
each year. Scholarship recipients often become a part of the show themselves and help to raise money for
more scholarships.
As Richard W. Farrell,faculty adviser and chairman of the Department of Music, put it, "Students
working to help future students is
the pattern — and it has been a great
morale-builder."
Anyone who has not yet seen
"Campus Lights 1975" should make
a special effort to attend the final
performance tonight at Lovett
Auditorium. It's a fine evening's entertainment that should not be
missed by anyone.

Guest Editorial

Unneeded Aide
U. S. Sen. William L. Scott of
Virginia announced the other day
that his former press secretary has
been assigned to other duties and
that the senator henceforth will act
as his own press secretary. Which,
when you think about it, is quite a
revelation: that is, that the senator

in fact once did have a press aide.
For from the way he has been
dealing with the press during his two
years in the Senate, one would
naturally assume the senator had
been his own press secretary all
along.
—Norfolk (Va.) Ledger-Star

Your Individual Horoscope

Editorials and articleS contained on this
page are presented for the PurPOse of giving a
forum for the exchange Of differing opinions

and ideas

Letters to the editor in response to
editorials and opinionated articles are en
couraged The editors reSerie the right to
condense or edit letters without changing the
intent of the letter, and the fight to reject any
letters to the editor or public voice items

FOR SUNDAY,FEBRUARY 16,1975

which in our opinion, are not in the best in
terest of our readers
Whenever possible, all letters should be
typewritten and double spaced
All letter's
intended for pubhcation must bear the
signature of the writer

special way that will strengthen
your hand.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Don't take things for granted.
ARIES
Make sure! Neither be
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)"
CIA pessimistic nor follow blind
You can make this day stand optimism. Day calls for exout through sturdy effort or let ceptionally good judgment.
it pass unprofitably through
sheer indifference. Nothing will LIBRA
stand still. So—it's up to you! (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Strike a good balance in all
TAURUS
things; distinguish carefully
I Apr. 21 to May 21) t:f64W
Fine Aspects give a lift to your between what's substantial and
personality, help you to spur what's mere "glitter." The
activities to a lively pace. It's a latter coUld prove - disapday fa achievement. Just one pointing.
admonition: Be careful in
SCORPIO
whom you confide.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
A good day for planning longGEMINI
range projects. Planets, in
(May 22 to June 21)
If someone suggests a new auspicious position, promise
idea, give it a chance—But not advancement if you are your
at the cost of reputation or at innately resourceful and amthe expense of valuable time. bitious self.
Head up!
SAGMARIUS
CANCER
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
(June 22 to July 23)
Rewards will gratify if you
planetary
Splendid
influences. Especially favored: handle the needs of this day
astutely—and yourself with
creativity, originality, any
discipline. Avoid time-wasters
activity which involves dealing
and eliminate all nonessentials
with the public.
from your schedule.
LEO
CAPRICORN
(,44O:i
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 11
You may be surprised at the (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ViJ
lack of opposition in areas
Good stellar influences
where you expected it. Use this govern new projects as well as
advantage to achieve in some everyday routine. Cooperate

ee Or Not
I Say What I Think
By S. C. Van Curon
By S. C. Van Caron
FRANKFORT — Governor Julian M.
Carroll's campaign headquarters has announced a "Mr. Pure" policy for the upcoming May primary.
William M. Cox, Carroll's chief administrative assistant when he was lieutenant
governor is the chief operator in the campaign headquarters. He announced to
newsmen that four cars have been leased for
the campaign and he gave the reporters their
license numbers, the company that provided
the cars. He also announced that campaign
headquarters had purchased an airplane to
use in the campaign.
This is an apparent effort to avoid any
charges from the opposition that state
facilities are being used to promote Carroll's
campaign.
In the past state facilities and even state
employes have been used to address mailings
during the campaign and private company
airplanes have been loaned to candidates for
campaign purposes.
One thing that is promoting the shedding of
more light on campaign financing and
campaign tactics is the more stringent
regulations for reporting campaign financing. This is particularly -true on the federal
level, and it is seeping down to the state level,
though state requirements may not be as
stringent as the federal.

Kentucky. But the Senate races are for the
November election that I'm speaking about
here. However,a heated Democratic primary
in Kentucky's gubernatorial race can get a lot
hotter and a lot more expensive than the
November race for the U. S. Senate.
For sake of comparison, I got the following
figures from the Kentucky Registry of
Election finance for the 1971 primary in which
Ford was opposed by former Gov. Bert T.
Combs. However, Combs and Carroll combined as a team in that race with Carroll
running for lieutenant governor. Combined,
the two spent $868,469. The Combs committee
reported spending $413,627 in the primary and
the Carroll committee reported spending
$278,702. The difference between these figures
and the total above came in from smaller
committees for the two scattered about the
state.
In the November race in 1971 when Ford
and Carroll ran against the Republicans, they
reported spending $953,193.
When Ford ran for the Senate last year, his
expense in the November race was reported
as $962,000.
When Huddleston ran for the Senate he
reported spending $21,193 in the primary, but
this went up to $572,856 for the November
election in which he defeated former Gov.
Louie B. Nunn. However, Huddleston had a
$135,000 deficit which the Democrat Party
took over and now it is Carroll's responsibility
as titular head of the party'. He agreed that
the party take over this responsibility a few
weeks ago when William Sullivan resigned as
Mate chairman.

wr‘ii

Let's Stay Well

Reduction In Auto Deaths

iketc•

410

Today In
History
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Salvation belongeth unto the Lord: thy
blessing is
upon the people. Psalm 3:5.

We cannot preserve ourselves in times of crisis,
but an abiding faith in God brings us into a saving
state if we believe in him.

By Carl Riblet Jr.

with those who have both knowCampaign expenses have increased in the
how and integrity. An excellent
Cox doesn't want anything like this to mar
last four years, and two conclusions can be
day for doing well.
Carroll's campaign for a full fur-year term.
drawn from the estimate given by Cox for
He said $400,000 is budgeted fr the primary
Carroll's primary campaign. He doesn't
AQUARIUS
campaign but this sounds low n comparison
expect opposition to be very strong, or he has
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
races
in
Senate
with
the
U
recent
two
S
underestimated the cost.
A new light thrown upon
certain situations should prime
you for fine advantages in the
offing. MAKE yourself work for
attainment which requires
more than usual vigor. You can
do it!
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C
'
If you want to give a first-rate
performance now, you will have
to be even more dexterous than
By F.J.L Blasingame, MD.
usual. Good planetary inOne of the exceptional blessQ. Mr.0. T. wants to know if it conditions other than an excess
fluences, but your cooperation
ings of "bad" 1974 was the dra- is teas likely Mate will develop of table sat- Do nct try to live on
needed.
matic reduction in the number high blood pressure if he omits a salt-free diet without consultYOU BORN TODAY are of deaths associated with the LISe table salt from his diet.
ing your physician.
endowed with an agile mind, an of auttornobiles 11-ie
reasons for
A.
It
is almost impossible to
outgoing and gregarious per- tins favorable turn of events
Q. Mr. H. Y. asks whether exsonality and a delightful sense need study so that the benefits omit all table salt from your diet.: ercise really causes muscles to
of humor. You are a person who can be preserved and possibly Salt (sodium chloride) is con- grow
tained in many common foods in
should aim high and never stop increased.
increasing your fund of
Approximately 20 per cent the usual form in which they are
A. Muscles grow (hypertrophy)
knowledge since, with it AND fewer persons died from traffic cxisurned. Some salt is essential
and necessary, but it is damag- in response to regular, persistant
your versatility, you can accidents in 1974 than
in 1973.
achieve almost any goal upon Deaths dropped to 44,500 from ing in excess to certain persons use. The process is slow and rewhich you set your heart and 55,600, according to summary who cannot handle salt properly. quires months of exercise or
a
mind. Your leanings are toward in a recent issue of U. News
pressure is a compli- labor.
S.
& High blood
..United Feature Syndicate
the intellectual and the World Report Several factors cated disease and may be due to
creative, and you could succeed contributed
to the results,
as a journalist, painter, a
Even though the new national
drama or literary critic, as an
speed limit of 55 MACS per hour
educator or scientist. Birthdate
ts exceeded by many drivers, the
of Ernst Haeckel, noted
overall effect has been a general
biologist.
reduction in speed. This slowing
has taken place on the highways
FOR MONDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1975
and in urban areas and is
regarded as the principal cause
Today is Saturday, Feb. 15, the 46th
fewer accidents. In other
of
look in the section in which channels. Eschew the frivolous. where you can. Lend your fine
day of 1975. There are 319 days left in the
65
words,
miles
to
driving
55
at
constructive talents freely.
your birthday comes and find VIRGO
year.
per hour on the throughways has
what your outlook is, according ( Aug. 24 to Sept. Z3 )
AQUARIUS
Today's highlight in history:
safer
65
been
to
than
75
per
miles
to the stars.
accumulation
An
of "small" (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
In 1896, the U.S. battleship "Maine" blew
hour in 1971
ARIES
items could present a mountain
up in the harbor at Havana, Cuba.
With giving up present unFewer vehicles are being
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) V41
4 of problems if you are not
On this date —
Timing will be important watching as you go along. Don't dertakings, study what are used. The National Safety CounIn 1564, the Italian astronomer, Galileo,
now. Choose the hours for action procrastinate in anything. possibliy good new offerings. cil estimates that this reduction
was born in Pisa.
astutely; choose them for Attend to details as they arise. Give careful thought to in the density of traffic accounts
decisions you must make soon. for about 5 per cent of the drop
In 1764, St. Louis, Mo., was established as a
curtailing as smartly. Shun LIBRA
Outcomes could be extremely an deaths.
fur trading post.
mere chance-taking.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231
In 1922, the World Court — the permanent
TAURUS
Night driving has declined
Good influences! Activities important to the future
Court of International Justice — held its first
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
and this had a beneficial effect.
should be handled evenly so as PISCES
session at The Hague in Holland.
As with Aries, timing will be not to lap over too much in any ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Fewer persons have been ridof the essence, but don't let the direction. Start with a tempo
In 1933, President-elect Franklin D.
Direct your enthusiasm for ing in the average car, partly the
thought of it rush you into hasty you can keep and maintain it.
Roosevelt narrowly escaped assassination in
worthy causes into progressive resuli of reduction in family
moves, decisions. Confusion
Miami, Fla. A shot fired at Roosevelt missed
channels. You may have to travel in 1974. Inflation and the
could reign if you let down your SCORPIO
and killed Mayor Anton Cemiak of Chicago.
revise previous plans, however. sluggishness of the economy
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
guard.
likely contributed to the cutIn 1942, in World War II, Singapore surrenAwareness will ward off Especially favored now: travel, badc
GEMINI
dered to the Japanese.
many problems. Vigorous social interests.
(May 22 to June 21
Safety belts and their wider
In 1944, nearly 1,000 British bombers pounA good day for handling action may not be necessary,
YOU BORN TODAY are
Lee, together with other safety
ded Berlin.
details ably, getting past op- but thoroughness and sure- highly intuitive, imaginative
devices -- such as safety glasS.
Ten years ago: Chinese Foreign Minister
position deftly and overcoming footedness will be. Control and creative in your leanings.
better bumpers and collapsible
Chen Yi said ins Peking speech that peaceful
inhibitions which prevent smart emotions.
You like people and aim to
steering columns -- helped
coexistence with the United States was out of
thinking and action.
please, which you do very
SAGITTARIUS
reduce deaths and.severity of inthe question.
CANCER
charmingly and sincerely. You
juries. Driver education e also
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Five years ago. All 102 persons aboard a
1June 22 to July
paying
Neither charge with great are active, mentally and
Dominican jeUirier were killed when the
Though there is a favorable
A look to the future calls for
force nor sit back doing nothing, physically. Using all your
plane plunged into the Caribbean after
outlook, some not entirely in the
continued vigilance in improvhope that you'll win over faculties, you should have a
takeoff from Santo Domingo.
successful operations will need
ing the safety features in design
the opposition of others. The most happy and gainful life.
One year ago: The Federal General AcYou surmount obstacles easily
an added "shot in the arm"-- innate
and construction of highways
good judgment of the
counting office announced that payments to
new methods, tightening up, Sagittariart
and have the power to stride
and
vehicles.
passive
New
should show you the
Secret Service agents protecting former Vice
rapidly from small beginnings
maybe just further study.
restraints and airbags are likely
way.
President Agnew would be cut off.
LEO
to outstanding successes—with
to be among additions, though
Today's birthdifys: Composer Harold Arlen
(July 24 to Aug. 231 4/21N-c: CAPRICORN
many friends rooting for you
opinions
differ
kf along the way. Many artists,
Your dynamic energy and (Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 ifitti
is 70. Former West Point football coach Earl
Education and penalties in the
personal magnetism will carry
A day to test your mettle. statesmen, scientists, writers
(Red) Blaik is 78.
use of alcohol while driving need
you far—if you are directing Take up the reins where others and decorators have been
Thought for today When fortune knocks,
further attention.
endeavors into profitable staticen, renovate, rehabilitate Aquarius-born.
open the door — a German proverb
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.

Bible Thought

Isn't It The Truth

Watergate and inquires about receipts and
income into the U. S. Senate Campaign of
Walter Dee Huddleston by the General Accounting office have made Kentuckians more
interested in how campaigns are run hi the
state.

Frances Drake

OPINION
PAGE

If there is one lesson that history can teach
us it is
that the ideas that causes wars never die, but
carry
on from century to century, from armistice
to armistice in one form of ceasefire or another.
Only
slogans and people are killed in wars.

Funny Funny World
LOVE & MARRIAGE
Not all methods of torture have been outlawed. A husband in
Amarillo, Texas was annoyed with his prying overly inquisitive
wife. One day, he let her notice him folding a slip of paper and
stealthily went upstairs. She followed and watched him put the
paper under his sox in a bureau drawer. "What is thal?" she
demanded. "Nothing," he shrugged. When he left the room, she
pounced on the drawer, and quickly found the piece of paper that
read, -I will get you a diamond ring if you are able to resist
poking into my things." The wife now has a problem.

10 Years Ago Today
Jean Sowell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Sowell, won four trophies in the National Rifle
Association Indoor Sectional Pistol Meet at
Millington Naval Base at Memphis,Tenn.,February
6 and 7.
•- - Deaths reported are Chester Powell and Rev.
Brent Clayton.
Wanda Garrett, Vickie Lamb and Danny Herndon
were winners of the Hazel 4-H Club Speech Contest.
Miss Ruth Lassiter, financial secretary of Woodmen Grove 126, Murray, was selected as the most
active and helpful member during 1964.
Ground beef is advertised at 29 cents per pound in
the ad for Johnson's Grocery this week.

20 Years Ago Today
Miss Clarice Rohwedder, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Ftohwedder, was the winner of the
local Cancer Essay contest,sponsored by the Cancer
Society and the Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
D S (Smoot) Hendricks, age 74,-died today at-his-home on Murray Route Five.
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat
Oklahoma City University 58 to 48 in a basketball
game here.
Births reported include a girl, Penelope Edith, to
Mr. and Mrs. Russell W. Terhune on February 7, and
a girl, Regina Joy, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B.
Lovett on February 8.

30 Years Ago This Week
Sgt. Cody Jones has been reported killed in action
in Germany. Reported wounded in action are T-Sgt.
Robert L Hendon, Pfc. Amos Hill, Pvt. Leon C.
Garland, Pvt. Edward J. Phillips, Pvt. John H.
Oliver, and S-Sgt. Prentice A. Hart.
Deaths reported are Mrs. Matt Page, age 90, J. F.
Schofield, Mrs. Mollie R. Williams, age 80, Orlander
Curd,age 92,and John Lee Winslow, age 35.
Officers of the Murray Chamber of Commerce are
Luther Robertson, president, George Hart, vice-'
president, and Max B. Hurt, executive secretary.
Marion Sharborough and Jean Ryan, Murray,
seniors at Murray State College, have the leading
roles in Alpha Psi Omega's 1945 production, -Dark
Victory," scheduled for February 23.
Marriages reported this week are Miss Julia
Coleman Collins to Lt. Fred Milton Wells on
February 14, and Miss Betty Jo Lassiter to Allan
Poole on February 8.
Hiram Tucker has entered the real estate business
and opened an office in Murray.

40 Years Ago This Week
The City of Murray is awaiting the approval of the
application for a loan from the P. W. A. for the extension of the Murray Sewerage System.
Hazel has developed into one of the best livestock
markets in this section. Sales are held each Saturday.
Deaths reported are Mrs. .zel C. Gooch, age 37,
Carl ( Bud) Hager, age 26, Joe F. Saunders, age 77,
Mrs. Willie Durrett, age 81, J. P. Kendall, age 77,
and Plenty Thompson,age 41.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Bray of Hazel celebrated their
58th wedding anniversary on February 7.
Births reported are a girl, Joan, to Mr. and Mrs.
Claud Lawrence on February 7, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Elmo Fain on February 6, and a boy, Frank
Allen, to Mr. and Mrs. Kirk A. Pool on February 8.
Potatoes are advertised at a one hundred pound
hag for 99 cents in the Kroger ad this week.

The Murray Ledger & Times
Publialied every afternoon'except Sundays, July
1. Christmas Day. New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray Newspapers.
Inc 1,03 N Wh St Murray Ky
17071
Walter l Apporson President and PO:dish.,
R Gone Mcarrhoon.'News Editor
Second (lass Postage Paid at Murray.Ky.
OEM
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Smith & Wesson Hand Guns
All Calibers

Rifles and Shotguns
_Smith & Wesson Holsters and Leather

OUTDOOR LORE is a weekly column dedicated to the hilritc,,

.Products Plus.. FullLine Ammunition
at WHOLESALE
PRICES

Contact.. GERRALD BOYD
•
CS.sees

489-2481 After 6:00 p.m,

East-Y Grocery
& Fish Market

By Anninto Branch
Repfirrtad ha Ayala Wil4Efe

wy. 94 East

753-8786

'as.

'

2 Mi. — 94 East

M urray Sporting Goods
IBAIT COMPANY

Fishing Tackle

Wholesale

Retail
MINNOWS
We offer you the freshest bait
money can buy—airect from the
nest to you.

753-5693
Fred Gardner, owner

Larry Seward, mgr.
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open 7 Days A Week
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8 a.m.-12 p.m.
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HUNTERS-FISHERMEN:
Get To Where The Action Is!

Put You There!

Cain it Treas

806
jeColdwater Rd - Motor Sales 7516448
F.44:1110" American Motors Dealertiaba••••••••••••••••••••%
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and others who enjoy the

,,,, Low Price

How can anyone shoot a
"Bambi"? Who really wants to?
And then have it mounted and
displayed in his trophy room as
proof of his superiority? Not I.
Nor will I ever understand
anyone who does, including my
husband. My husband and I
both shoot the bow and arrow,
but he is a hunter, along with
several million hunters in the
United States.
I used to ask myself,"Why in
the world does anyone enjoy
killing?" But after considerable
research into the subject, I
discovered it is not the kill that
pleases the hunter—it is the
challenge and the chase. And in
my research, I discovered some
interesting, and probably littleknown, facts that should be
spread around.
FACT: Game and. Fish
agencies report that hunters
have contributed over $3.2
billion for conservation in less
than 50 years. They further
report that hunters are paying
over $145 million yearly for
conservation, which means they
do more to help wildlife than
any other group in America.
FACT: Every time a hunter
buys a federal duck stamp, the
money is used by the federal
government to buy and lease
lands for waterfowl refuges and
waterfowl production. Many
different varieties of shore
birds and animals which are not
hunted share the benefits with
game species. Six million
dollars a year goes toward
conservation from these
stamps. Since the beginning of
the program, almost 40 years
ago, the stamps have raised
over $117 million.
FACT: Every time a hunter
purchases a new gun or a box of
ammunition ( and beginning in
1974, any type of archery
equipment), he is adding to
conservation funds. This is
possible because in 1937 hunters
gave their support to a bill that
provides an 11 per cent excise
tax on sporting arms and
ammunition to be used to aid
conservation. This money is
used by the individual states to
buy and improve millions of
acres of land for the support of
wildlife. This land, paid for by
hunters, is enjoyed by all the

public. Through this tax,
hunters raise almost $40 million
yearly and have provided $438
million since the tax was
enacted.
FACT: The hunter's largest
contribution to conservation is
made every time he buys a
hunting license. License fees
are used to improve wildlife
habitat,
finance
game
management and conservation
education, and support state
game departments throughout
the country. The fees from these
licenses also benefit hundreds
of non-game species as well,
and provide game departments
with over $100 million a year.
Over the years, the hunters
have added another $1.6 billion
in aiding conservation.
Yet who bears the brunt of the
propaganda of the so-called
"humane groups"? Who would
these groups like to crush? The
hunters. And what will happen
to our conservation and wildlife
programs if the hunters lose?
Who, if anyone, will replace the
income lost from the prohibition
of hunting privileges?
Nathaniel Reed, Assistant
Secretary of the Interior of Fish
and Wildlife and Parks, summed it up quite well in a recent
speech: "There are many ways
to kill a living thing and Nature
is often more terrible in its
treatment of animals than man.
There is no beauty in seeing a
predator tear its victim to
pieces, or to witness the slow
agonizing death of a starving
deer in a hard winter. Yet it is a
natural way, even as a hunter's
well placed shot is a part of the
natural scheme. Man was and is
a predator and a carnivore.
Something has to die every day
to sustain our lives. This is a
fact that we hate to face in our
plasticized, technicolor world,
but death is an essential aspect
of life for all living things.
"Yet
man's
modern
technology has created some
ways of killing far more insidious and horrifying than
anything nature can serve up.
In considering what is humane
in treatment of animals, is it
worse to cleanly kill a selected
duck with a gun, or to cover it
with oil, drain marshes so it
can't eat or reproduce, or subtly
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Murray

Division XXVII Staff of the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary are,
left to right, first row: Shirley Johnson, public education; FAI Hulett, communications; Robert E.
Johnson, captain; Lester Siegfried,
membership growth and past captain; Robert Crutcher, vice
captain; Juanita Crutcher, women's
activities; second row: Barney McGill, public relations; Dorothy
Mason, publications; Neale Mason,
membership training and immediate past captain; James
Schempp, vessel examinations; James
Converse, operations; Paul Turner, commander 27-4.

Astro Car Wash
Furniture
Mart

Wash sl°°
With Fill-up

Best prices in town
Topped by qunlity inerchanidse
Eddie Clees

West Side
Court Square

the out of doors.

Hot Wax
1°°

Free Vacuum
with Purchase
1102 Chestnut

The annual Change of Watch
for Division XXVII of the U. S.
Coast Guard Auxiliary was held
at Kentucky Dam Village Inn.
Robert E. Johnson, newly
elected Division Captain was
given the oath of office by
District Commodore Charles A.
Agan of Chattanooga, Tenn. As
immediate Past Division
Captain, Neale B. Mason
presented Johnson with the
Division Charter and insignia of
office. Mason received his Past
Captain's burgee.
Commander R. E. Simpson,
U. S. Coast Guard, Director of
the Auxiliary for the Southern
Region, Nashville, was among
the honored guests.
Other elected officers, who
comprise the Division Board,
were sworn in at that time.
They are: Robert Crutcher,
vice captain, Gilbertsville; Ed
Hulett, Flotilla Commander, 272, Paducah; Paul G. Turner,
Flotilla Commander, 27-4,
Clark', River. and James I.

Vernon's Inc.

4( hipperwa

Hunter's and Fisherman's
Special
Iluy Him femme, INA IN Kollar INAsd
Ini••,5 law a was s $S.5 anal

Announces
Second Tournament
On January 15th, 16th, and
17th, ninety-one fishermen
gathered at Flying Bridge
Marina on Toledo Bend
Reservoir despite the winter
elements to participate in
Project: Sports, Inc.'s first
tournament of the 1975 season,
the CAJUN INVITATIONAI..
Despite cold weather and
some high winds and snow,
Norwood Harris, a short, stuby,
good-natured Cajun from
Deham Springs, La.,came from
fifth place after the first day,
into first place the second clay
and roared into the winner's
circle with 86 lbs. 1 oz. after
three days to win the CAJUN
INVITATIONAL bass tournament's $2500.00, trophy and
an automatic place in the
Project: Sports' 1975 TOURNAMENT OF CHAMPIONS,
which will be fished on a secret
lake sometime in November.
Finishing in second place, 20
lbs. 8 oz. behind the winner, was
Calvin Vestal from Coppell,
Texas with a three day total of
65 lbs. 9 oz.

Following close in fourth
place was Phil Greene from W.
Monroe, La., with 64 lbs. 3 oz.
and in fifth place was a Zwolle,
La. fisherman, Pit Boudreaux,
with 62 lbs. 13 oz.
The ninety-one fishermen in
the three days in compeuuon
caught 1610 bass which weighed
a total / 3254 lbS. 6 oz. for an
average weight per fish caught
of 2 lbs.
Under Project: Sport's new
release program, 1609 of the
1610 fish were released back
into Toledo Bend Reservoir with
1200 of these fish being tagged
by the Louisiana Department of
Wildlife and Fisheries for a
study of the traveling habits of
the black bass. Anyone catching
a tagged bass out of Toledo
Bend will know that the fish was
caught and released by Pro,.!rt :
Sports, Inc. and the State Game
and Fish Commission of
Louisiana.

11111_

Lindsey's Jewelers
Compact Wallet
by

CAMEO

trar.'",r117t
Also Rugged Seiko
Watches For all Outdoorsmen

Murray, Ky..
114 S. 516
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In third place, with a three
day total of 64 lbs. 12 oz., was
Billy Williams from Tulsa,
Okla.
,

The 1975 Tournament Season
of Project: Sports, Inc. will be
one of the best. The next
tournament will be fished on
Lake Dardenelle out of
Russellville, Ark., March 19, 20,
Si 21, with official practice
commencing on March 15. For
Schempp, Flotilla Commander, information
regarding this
27-5, Murray. Flotilla Com- tournament
or becoming a
mander Russell Lachenmyer, member of
Project: Sports,
77-1, Moor's Resort, was unable contact
the
national
to attend.
headquarters by writing
The appointed staff officers Project: Sports,
Inc., 200
from Murray who attended the Southwest
Bk. Bldg., Irving,
meeting were James Converse, Texas.,
75061, or calling AC 214
Division Operations Officer, 259 1661.
Shirley Johnson, Division
Public Education Officer,
Big Bass let Day—
1
Dorothy Mason, Division
Simmons, Crosby, Vicksburg,
Publications Officer, and Neale
Miss., 7.5; (
Brackin,
Jim,
Mason, Division Membership
Denham Springs, La., 6.13; (3)
Training Officer. Dr. and Mrs.
Dixon, John, Bache, Okla., 6.11.
George Betsworth were also in
attendence as Dr. Betsworth is
Vice Commander of the Murray
Big Bass 2nd Day— (11 Davis,
Flotilla.
Bill, Lafayette, La., 7.13+Big
Established in 1970, Division Bass of Tournament; (2)
XXVII is committed to Bodimer, Don, St. Louis, Mo.,
promoting boating safety in the 7.0; ( 31 Green, Ricky,
western Kentucky area by Arkadelphia, Ark., 6.11.
presenting boating skills
classes in public education,
Big Bass 3rd bay— (1)
courtesy
motorboat Todtenbier, FA,
Natchitoches,
examinations, fellowship, and
patrolling of races and regattas La., 7.1; ( 21 Jackson, John,
Sulphur, La., 7.0; (3) Williams,
as well as assisting those in
Billy, Tulsa, Okla., 6.6.
difficulty on the water.
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of all. The majority of our Rules of Fair Chase, which are:
country's
great
con"No animal may be taken
servationists today began their under any of the following
love affair with the wild world conditions:
usually as hunters or fisher1. Helpless in or because of
men. They've learned things deep snow.
that have been of tremendous
2. Helpless in water
value to all society. Let's not cut
3. Helpless on ice.
off this source of knowledge."
4. helpless in trap.
The answer to "Why does a
5. While confined behind
hunter hunt?" is not simple. fences, as on game farms, etc.
Why does anyone fish...or
6. In defiance of game laws or
poison it with pesticides or other bowl...or play golf...or tennis? A out of season.
part of the answer insofar as the
chemicals?
7. By "jack lighting" or
"The issue of anti-hunting is a hunter is concerned is the shining at night.
false one, because it sidetracks outdoor experience; part is the
8. From power vehicle or
people from attacking the real anticipation and success in power boat.
threats to our native wildlife. pursuing a quarry; part is
9. Any other method conWe need programs responsible enjoying wild game at the sidered unsportsmanlike."
to all the people and all their table; part is working with a
In addition, some states have
needs. We need ways for the well-trained dog; and part is the passed laws, with the backing of
wildlife photographer, bird pleasure of good comradeship hunters, that any hunter obwatchers, nature hikers and with fellow hunters. No one taining a hunting license for the
others to contribute to wildlife answer will ever fully satisfy first time must first pass a stiff
betterment. We must look at the all.
hunter safety course. Does that
And yet, how many anti- sound like a trigger-happy lot?
priority needs of all wildlife and
hunters
do
you know who are
establish new objectives.
And lastly, you might look at
Among these objectives must be strict vegetarians? Most of this way: Centuries ago,
them
meat,
eat
wear
coats
fur
a hard look at the future of sport
Nature's most intelligent and
hunting. Over 14 million people or leather shoes. They insist resourceful predator, man,
hunting
that
is
but
cruel
buthunt in this country, according
discovered that it was much
to the 1970 National Survey of chering domestic animals is easier to guarantee a food
incidentally,
And
not.
is
it
Fishing and Hunting, compiled
supply by culling tame animals
by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife estimated that in California from a captive flock than by the
Service. I believe legitimate alone nearly as many deer are riskier method of hunting wild
sport hunting has a major role killed by automobile as by ones whose speed and senses
in wildlife management. hunters.
were superior to his. So certain
Because of man's changes in
Many well-intentioned but animals were gradually conthe environment, he becomes poorly informed people feel that verted to a form of benevolent
responsible for population hunting is a cruel and inhumane captivity
we
called
control or harvesting and activity. These are people domestication. The sheep was
management of all forms of whose opinions are frequently selected—the deer was not.
swayed by emotion rather than Then over the centuries, man's
•'One hunter once observed sould biological reasoning. The food gathering activities, like
that if the bald eagle were only serious threats to sport hunting others, became even more
good to eat and came readily to are posed by well organized specialized. No longer do we all
decoys, it would not be in groups who are asking gather and butcher our lambs
danger of extinction. He was Congress, state legislators, individually, most of us now pay
less than half serious, but he local jurisdictions and the others for this service. The
knew it was hunters like him courts to outlaw hunting. They practice has gone on for so long
who had demanded and got the represent people with little or that, when we select a neatly
compulsory duck stamp to no hunting experience and wrapped package of lamb chops
provide money for waterfowl limited knowledge of wildlife from the meat counter, we often
refuges and who raised millions management. So adamant are forget where they came from or
of dollars through Ducks they that a threat also exists how they got there and part of
Unlimited to restore duck,• from them to outlaw fishing.
their price goes to pay our
breeding marshes. Incidentally,
Their main argument is that specialized, proxy predator. We
these refuges comprise over 30 hunting is immoral, that it all pay others to do our "fainmillion acres of land and harbor endangers the survival of ting" for us.
far more non-game species, wildlife, and that hunters are a
Frequently we hear from
including several endangered bloodthirsty and trigger-happy those who claim to weep for the
ones, than they do game group who constitute a threat to fawn because his life may some
animals or birds. The good the public and to one another. day end at the hands of a
hunter who does exist in reality, Think about morality the next hunter. But the odds remain in
consistently puts his money time you sit down to a steak or his favor—as much as 20-to-1 in
where his mouth is—to the tune chop. Then think about who is his favor at times. More likely,
of over $200 million a year
really caring for our wildlife. he will eventually succumb to
"Whether a person chooses to And believe me,any hunter who starvation,disease, harassment
hunt or not is a matter of choice. turned out to be bloodthristy from your free-running pet dog,
A true hunter, I believe, has a and trigger-happy and -or a or a speeding auto on a
much greater reverence of life threat to other hunters would superhighway we have recently
than those who may never have have to hunt alone. The true cut through his range. In any
taken an animal's life. By hunter is a true sportsman and event,few deer die of old age. If
necessity, the hunter becomes a is as anxious as the anti-hunters you had a choice of being born a
part of nature—not an observer. to have the undesirables fawn or a lamb, which would
He can interpret his unique weeded from the ranks. So you choose?
knowledge of wild creatures emphatic about it are they that
What have you done for our
properly for the enlightenment they set up their own set of wildlife lately?

Murray Auto i
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Ti.,— Project Sports
Inc. announces the second
tournament of the 1975 season.
•The Arkansas Invitational" to
be fished on Lake Dardanelle,
Russellville, Arkansas, March
19-20-21. Tournament
Headquarters, Ramada Inn
Marina, Russellville, Arkansas.
Official
practice
begins
Saturday, March 15, 1975. The
lake will be closed to all contestants from March 10
through March 14.
P. S. I. started the 1975 season
with a bang at Toledo Bend
Reservoir in January where
Norwood Harris of Denham
Springs, La. took home the win
by catching 86 lbs. 1 oz. during
the three day event.
Now P. S. I. goes to a lake in
Arkansas that has never had a
national tournament held on it
before, It is stated that Lake
Dardanelle has more bass 5 lbs.
and larger per acre than any
lake in the nation. This within it
self has a lot to add to the excitement of the expected 200
men field who will be
challenging the bass in Lake
Dardanelle for the $25,000.00 in
cash.
Dardanelle is fed by the
Arkansas River. The lake is 50
miles long and has 315 miles of
shore line. The widest point of
We lake is two miles at normal
pool level.
Dardanelle will offer some
great shallow water fishing to
the contestants of the Arkansas
Invitational. The bass should be
moving into the shallow
spawning areas. This means
Spinner Bait Paradise.
Project Sports Inc. extends
the invitation to you Bass
Fishermen to fish the Arkansas
Invitational, March 19-20-21.
For information call or write,
National Headquarters, Project
Sports Inc., 200 Southwest Bank
Building, Irving, Tx. 75061.
Phone: A-C 214-259-1661.

Four Wheeling
fly Hemp &mkt Jr

Division XX% II Board at the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary are,
left to right, first rest: Robert E. Johnson, captain; Robert
Crutcher, vice captain,second row: Ed Hulett, Commander, 27-2;
James Schempp, Commander, 27-5; and Paul Turner, Commander, 27-4.

Capt. R. E. Johnson Attends
Boating Safety Seminar
Robert E. Johnson, Captain,
Division XXVTI, U. S. C. G.
Auxiliary of Murray, was in
attendance as Kentucky's
representative at the 1975
Regional Boating Safety
Seminar in Nashville, Tennessee last week. Delegates
from ten states representing the
Auxiliary, the U. S. Coast
Guard, and each state's law
enforcement boating personnel
were present at the four day
conference. States included
were Missouri, Kentucky,
Tennessee, West Virginia,
North Dakota, Wyoming,
Oklahoma, Rlinois, Arkansas
and Indiana.
Items included on the agenda
were education, enforcement
procedures, enforcement

Editor's Gob
With the exception of the LBL
Turkey season in April and
May, the 1974-75 hunting season
has almost come to a close. The
statewide opposum, coon, quail
and rabbit seasons are still open
but will be closing February 28.
The Land Between The
are for quail and rabbit and
they will be closing next
Thursday, February 20.
When the seasons finally end
It will be time for giving the old
shotgun and rifle that "extra
care, end of the season
cleaning". For the sake of
safety, I hope everyone gave
their guns periodic inspections
during _this hunting season:
Foreign matter and mechanical
defects can be hazardous to a
hunter and can even be fatal.
I remember an incident that
happened to a squirrel hunter
during the '73 hunting season in
which the hunter escaped injury
to himself when he bananapeeled the muzzle end of his
shotgun. He had shot out two
squirrels and when bending
over to pick them up he
unknowingly poked the barrel
into the soft ground forcing a
couple of inches of the moist dirt
up the barrel. You got the rest.
When he shot at the third
squirrel the barrel looked like a
Fearless Fosdick special. This
example should show us why an
extra effort to be conscious of
all possible hunting related
hazards and the need to take all
possible preventative steps.
A dirty and unkept gun can be
a personal hazard. To avoid
these hazards, occasional inspections and gun cleanings are
in order. One important
cleaning that many hunters
may forget is the one just before
he puts his gun on the rack or in
the gun cabinet until next year.
Whether you have already put
your gun up for the year or still
using it until the end of the
seasons the following cleaning
tips may prove to be beneficial
for you.
A gun should get several
extra careful inspections
throughout the year; after a
hunting trip for example, and at
the end of the season as we have
previously mentioned. To get
started, remove the Magazine if

agencies, legislative
procedures, enactment of
boating laws, relation of boating
law administrators with state
governments, the Auxiliary's
programs in courtesy motorboat examinations and public
education, as well as boating
statistics in patrolling of
regattas, search and rescue,
and accidents.
At this seminar, Captain
Johnson was appointed Liaison
Office between the Auxiliary
and Kentucky's Division of
Water Enforcement. This
relationship will review the
questions arising from the
programs
of
the
two
organizations and the resolution
of any problems occurring in
the safe boating programs
NAVE YOU CIIECKE0
YOUR SPARK ARRESTOR?

unit made by Borg Warner is
similar to a limited slip differential and is known as a
Quadratrac. It is used solely by.
Jeep at the present time. The
manufacturers of four wheel
drives have all drifted toward a
standard policy on full time four
wheel drive. If you buy a four
wheel drive with automatic
transmission then you are going
to get a full time four wheel
drive whether you want it or
not. If you buy a four wheel
drive with a standard shift
transmission you are probably
going to get the conventional
transfer case which lets you run
in two wheel drive on the high- A
way.

Sholar's
Auto Repair
R.adialor Repair

It sure has been a busy week distance going down the road,
and if things keep going at this especially on corners. On mud
rate I reckon I will have to or snow it doesn't make too
Gerrald Boyd, owner
mount my typewriter in the jeep much difference as the wheels
753-1751
somehow. I did have the can slip to ease the tension built
209 7th, Murray, Ky.
privilege of riding a trail with a up on the drive train. On the
fellow in the rig referred to highway however this difrmsserrreseeremeeeern
previously as the "great white ference in travel of the front or
Blazer". It also has another rear wheels could build up
nickname "Winnebago" which enough stress to actually tear
Which is better? The
is probably used due to the out a universal joint or break a following are my own personal
similarity in size. At any rate gear in the transfer case. The observations and should be
we were attempting to climb a solution was simple. Drive in treated as such. Full time four
certain slope called a "hill" two wheel drive on the hard wheel drive will not get quite as
when all of a sudden a tree stuff and use four wheel drive good gas mileage as the conappeared out of nowhere and when things get slick which is ventional setup. It is quieter and
Office Equipment
attacked the great white Blazer. when you really need it anyway. there is less gear noise
.
Desks, Chairs, Filing Cabinets
Damages amounted to about a
especially
on the highway. If
About three years ago
half hour of labor and twenty something new was developed repairs are required full time
*New Portable Typewriters*
cents worth of wax but it did which was soon called FULL four wheel drive will be more
Royal and SCM
afford your reporter with the TIME FOUR WHEEL DRIVE. expensive to fix. One the other
chance to get a picture of the Actually the engineers had hand it probably is less likely to
incident. One of the interesting designed a new and different need repairing. You DON'T
Main at 4th St.
things about the Blazer is the transfer case. This transfer NEED HUBS with fulltime four
Jack Benton, Owner
fact that it does have FULL case ,as designed on the same wheel drive so actually it
%
rIllimiring
irri nal tr-ta
TIME FOUR WHEEL DRIVE principle as the rear end in a doesn't cost much more. Tire
and this is what our article Is car. If one shaft needed to turn wear is some worse on the full /,'7,/7---- ,:---/.-----",--*%:,----N\
- \_ — '-'
concerned with today.
faster than the other, a set of time but not much. If you want 1(/
Most of you are somewhat extra gears known to all of you an automatic transmission I (/
FOR THE ALL AROUND
familiar with the drive train of shade tree mechanics as think you will like full time four
your automobile. The engine is -spider gears", allowed for the wheel drive. If you want a 4/
il
il
SPORTSMAN
hooked to the transmission extra movement. This provision straight shift I suggest stay with
which attaches to the drive allowed a rig to stay in four the conventional transfer case.
shaft. The drive shaft carries wheel drive twenty-four hours a
New Stock Firearms i
DEFINITION "Rear end"
power to the rear end (dif- day, wet or dry roads. This
ferential) which delivers the advantage also created a new
\ fit
.
-31- Fishing - Reloading - Archery )
power to the back wheels of problem. If any of you have
—term used by shade tree
your car. There are some ex- ever been "stuck" you probably mechanics to denote rear difAnd Hunting Equipment
ceptions to this but this is the noticed that only the wheel in ferential.
normal set up on the present the slickest place was spinning.
— portion
of
church
day automobile.
The other wheel would pull you auditorium most frequently
When industry began mass out if you could only make it occupied.
./ Phone 753-2571
Chestnut Street (
production of four wheel drive turn. Detroit noticed this too
—part of human body which is
_
about thirty years ago they and invented a differential used most at conventions,
f---installed a device known as a known as Positrac, Sure Grip, committee meetings, and
TRANSFER CASE at the point or limited slip differential. This Monday night football viewings.
where the drive shaft and allowed one side to turn faster
—part of newspaper reporters
transmission are connected. than the other so you could go jeep that went down the hill
l'his was a gear box which not around a corner but threw the first.
only attached to the rear power to the slow side if the fast
—object that appears to
driveshaft but also had a place side got too fast as in the case become more significant with
to attach a driveshaft going to where you're stuck and spin- the weight of the years.
the front end. They then in- ning. ) Basically there are ;Ivo
—part of a four wheel drive
stalled an extra shift lever types of fulltime four wheel trail ride that gets the worst
which let the driver decide on drives on the market. One is mudholea.
sending power to the back made by Borg Warner and the
—place—i&U gives lots of
wheels only OR to all four other is made by New Process. advice to drivers of four wheel
wheels. This was necessary due The one made by New Process drives on trail rides.
to the fact that the front wheels o similar to a regular dif—sometimes visible when a
c•!._
arm ascii wneeis ion L aiwaya :erenuai aria is mural in Dodge, teuows mouth starts working
Ial'tutu /..3
travel exactly the same Ford, Chevrolet, and GMC. The harder than his brain
Hat 94f
Rem

TWIN LAKES OFFICE PRODUCTS
For Gift Items for the Executive
or the Boss

Twin Lakes Office Products

, , , _.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
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its a detachable box, and
NEVER assume that the
tubular magazine is empty..
Make sure you see or feel the
magazine plug.
Examine the bore from both
ends, as a small bit of foreign
016.,
roc"—
Crorn 000
end but not from the other.
Forest fire prevention means
being careful!
Clean the bore with a solvent'
soaked patch, then a dry patch.
Hold the barrel up to the light
and check again for any fouling.
Easily removed parts should
be cleaned with solvent as
should the inside of the receiver
and the magazine as well. At
Improvement of the "en- knowledge and initiatve with
this point you are not finished
with the cleaning of the gun - vironment" in its broadest equal opportunity for all and
you are just ready to begin the sense is a socially desirable special privilege for none."
Boise Cascade tries to
cleaning that you would or- objective which Boise C.a.:rade
heartily endorses.
maintain a well balanced endinarily give it.
As stewards of several million vironmental posture, In these
A regular cleaning begins
with the rtinning of a solvent- acres of forest lands, we have a times, there is a tendency t.
soaked patch through the bore. keen appreciation of their over-emphasize some of our
But don't follow this im- contribution to man's aesthetic social needs at the expense of
mediately with a dry patch; and spiritual needs. A sub- others. It is well to recognize
leave the bore wet (to dissolve stantial number of people enjoy that the principal environment
any residue) while you clean the our forests for hunting, fishing, in which we spend our lives Ls
exterior parts of the gun with camping and many other forms that of our homes, offices and
factories; the cities and
the solvent. Then run a brush of outdoor recreation.
At the same time our U
suburban areas in which they
through the bore several times,
followed by two or three more are growing. Each year some are concentrated, the MIwet patches. Leave the barrel reach maturity, are harvested mediate surrounding landscape
wet again while you clean the and converted into many forms and the air and water available
receiver and moveable parts, of wood and paper products — to them.
We are fortunate that our
plywood,
parfirst with solvent, then with dry lumber,
patches or a cloth, By that time ticleboard, and other building forests represent a renewable
anything left in the bore should materials and papers for natural resource and they
have softened, and you can put communication and packaging. contribute year after year to the
a couple of dry patches through We are proud to contribute in improvement of our home
this way to the environmentally environment.
to complete the cleaning.
Continuing crops of vigorous,
Apply a very light film of oil important process of making
inside and out, and the gun is the world a better place in oxygen-producing trees benefit
which to live.
soil, water, wildlife and man
ready to store away.
Since the beginning of time, The objective of Boise
If you have done a lot of firing
with the gun or haven't cleaned man has depended upon the tree Cascade's ecology trained
it for a long while it is advisable for shelter, fuel and food. In the foresters is to encourage each
to solvent soak the bore over- progress of civilization, many woodland acre to its optimum
night. If the barrel isn't wonderful changes have taken health and productivity. This
detachable, stand the gun place, and man has become includes protecting our forests
muzzle down on a piece of cloth, even more dependent upon the against fire, insects and
cardboard or other pad so that products of the forest — disease, reforesting them as
the dirty solvent won't run back products which contribute in necessary and maintaining
down into the action. The thousands of ways to his harvest rates in balance with
cleaning can be finished the comfort and convenience.
growth. We apply scientific
next day.
The significance of this is well forestry techniques on our twoThis cleaning will not only stated in the philosophy of million acres of woodlands and
prolong the gun life but also Gifford Pinchot, leader of the co-operate similarly with
reduce the possibility of the gun movement which established government agencies 0111 public
jamming and causing hazar- the profession of forestry in the lands which provide much of
dous situations the next time United States, "The rightful use our supply.
you use the gun. You should and purpose of our national
These vast forest areas are
always check over a gun prior resources is to make the people available for your physical and
to firing it after it has been on strong and well, able and wise, mental enjoyment while they
the rack for any length of time. well taught, well fed and are growing fibers for your well
clothed, well housed, full of being at home,

Wayne Darnell
Outboard Marine

*Sales
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*Tune-up While The

A Healthy Forest Environment
Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods
1203 Chestnut

Ph 753-8844
Christmas Special

30% off AN Archery Equipment & Accessories
Magnum Rester

Bows Reg. 67.00 $3995
Full Line. Buck Knives
Hermon Boots Insulated 8 non insulated

Check Big K For

WARD-ELK INS
Our New Gun Department
Now Open!
All Makes Of Guns '
We'll Trade fix Anything!

Taylor Motors
International Trucks
International Scout
Four wheel Drive
Takes You To where The Action Is
301 S. 4th

753-1372

Guns
Remington-Brow fling
Winchester

Shells
Remington-Federal
Winchester
Improving the forest environment while growing trees for
harvest is the role of Boise Cascade foresters. This involves
seeding, planting, encouraging regeneration, thinning, and
protection against fire, insects, and disease. Emplaining these
efforts to an interested public aids understanding.

M&M
Sporting Goods
_

complete
We offer you the most
Sporting Goods Department
in this area.
Hwy, 641 S Murray, Ky

All merchandise sold at
discount prices,

Hunting & Fishing License

Camping Equipment
Fishing Equipment
Archery Equipment

Chemical Co.
,
Inc.
"Prompt, Efficient Service Is
Our Major business"
Prescription Carefully

HUTSON
rfil

Accurately

753-1933
Located W. Railroad Avenue
AliPb

)i

Transmission Service
Tune-ups
Front End Service
Complete Auto Repair
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Tigers Lose 56-40 To
Hickman County Friday
By STEVE W. GIV
S
Ledger & Times Sports riter
Using an incident lior to
halftime for
motivation,
scrappy Hickman County
devastated Murray High last
night, 56-40, after holding the
regionally 10th-ranked Tigers to
a mere 13 points in the final two
quarters of a bizzare contest in
Clinton.
The
Falcons'
Ricky
Weatherspoon topped all
scorers in the physical duel with
18 markers despite the entire
second half, while senior center
Phil Miller topped the Tigers
with his 11 points.
Weatherspoon, one of the top
scorers in the region, was involved in a skirmish with MHS
junior forward Bob Wilder
seconds before the second
quarter ended with the visitors
ahead 27-26. After struggling
with one another for rebounds
through most of the action, the
incident happened as Miller
took a jump shot following a
feed from Wilder.
Worked into a frenzy after
returning to the hardwood, the
hosts unleased a sticky man-toman defense which sent them
enroute to their 12th win against
11 defeats, while MHS dropped
its second consecutive contest
and fell to 7-9.
Deadlocked four times at 2, 4,
8, and finally 10-all, the Falcons
broke for the biggest margin of
the opening quarter with 2:47
showing when David Rogers
bullied inside for a lay-up for a
14-10 score. Coach Bobby Toon's
squad charged back following a
timeout on a easy lay-up by
junior forward David Frank
and a 10 foot jumper at the
buzzer by teammate Lindsey
Hudspeth.
Sophomore guard Raymond
Sims canned a long set shot
from the right side to put MHS
up by two to open the second
canto, but Weatherspoon voided
the shot with a 20 footer of his
own. A three point play by
Miller provided the Tigers with
their widest spread of the game
at 19-16 with 6:12 to go.
But Weatherspoon proved his

worth moments later by
crashing down the lane and
slapping in a one-handed shot to
pull the hosts within one. A steal
by the Falcons' Kenny Humphries gave Weatherspoon the
ball again with 5:10 left and the
HC ace burned the bucket from
25 feet out on the right side
which made it 20-19.
The two teams swapped floor
mistakes before the Falcons
went up again by a point when
Weatherspoon tipped an intended pass into the bucket.
Sims pulled MRS back on a 15
tooter with 59 seconds showing
to set the stage for the confrontation between Weatherspoon and Wilder moments
later.
MHS had a 27-26 edge at
halftime, but the Falcons pulled
ahead when Wilder was called
for goaltending on a shot by
Humphries. Frank deadlocked
the action at 28-all with 6:45 left,
but missed the bottom half of
the one-plus situation only to see
Tony Workman hit his only
basket of the night downcourt
for HCHS after pulling down the
rebound.
The Falcons had a 39-34 edge
going into the final eight
minutes after Robert Barkley
converted a three point play and
teammate Tim Larkins canned
a jumper from the right side.
MHS went into a tough manto-roan defense of it's own,
keeping HCHS outside for
nearly three minutes of play
without an open shot, while
Sims canned a corner jumper to
cut the deficit to 41-36.
Swapping baskets, the two
struggled on the backboards
until Hudspeth slapped in a 10
tooter which cut the boats'
margin to three. Berkley
responded with two quick
scores before Sims hit...almost
unbelievably...MHS's final goal
of the game on a 15 tooter from
the top of the circle with 4:17
left!
Officials Micky Smith and
James Harper whistled four
consecutive fouls against MHS
in the closing 2:53 of the action,
all of wbidi were one plus

situations for the Falcons.
Meanwhile, the Falcons went
into a pressure defense which
created numerous turnovers by
the stunned visitors.
Barkley took a feed pass from
Humphries with 2:16 showing
and sacked a wide-open Lay-up
for a 50-40 advantage for the
hosts as the Falcon cheering
section exploded as it sensed the
win.
A steal moments later by
Humphries and a bullet pass
under the basket to David
Rogers boosted the HCHS edge
TWO TOP GUARDS—Two of the top guards in the First Region
to 54-40 before Barkley took the are Tommy Futrell of the Lakers and Otis Sherrill
(behind
ball away in the Tiger back- Futrell 1. Futrell tossed in 16 points in a losing effort for Calloway
court, raced down the floor, and County while Sherrill scored 17 for the Cards.
fired a shot which ripped the net
(Staff Photos by Dave Celaya
at the buzzer for the final
spread.
MHS finished the contest with
a 36 per cent shooting average
on 18 of 50 attempts, while the
hosts hit on 26 of 48 tries for a 54
per cent figure. Coach Dale
Cleo Sykes, Baseball Com- Crouch, Bobby Grogan, George
Ray's squad managed four of
eight free throws while MHS missioner for the American Ed Waldrop, Lester Nanny,
could connect on only two at- Legion Department of Ken- Raymond Rayburn, and Jamie
tucky announced today that Washer from the business
tempts.
Fromthe
The Tigers attempt to salvage plans for the Great Lakes community.
a winning season will face a Regional American Legion university Mancil Vinson,
Baseball
Charles
Tournament
Eldridge, Frank Fazi,
to be held
stern test next Tuesday night
when MHS hosts powerful in Ty Holland Stadium August Drane Shelley and Johnny
20
25
are
Reagan.
progressing
Other people are exrapidly.
Mayfield, who claimed a 78-65
The winner of this tour- pected to join the effort later on.
win in January during the
nament along with the winners
squads' first meeting.
The week of activities will be
Hickman Co. 14 12 13 17-56 of the seven other regions will
kicked off with a banquet to be
Murray High 14 13 7 6-40 advance to the American
Legion World Series to be held held in the Student Union
Building on the night of August
Hickman
County
(56) at Rapid City, S. D., beginning
19. Hillman Lyons is in charge
Weatherspoon 18, Barkley 17, August 29. Participants in the
of recruiting a major league
Rogers 13, Humphries 4, regional tournament are the
department winners of six ballplayer as the speaker for
Lurkens 2, Workman 2.
this event. Also expected to be
Murray High (48) Miller 11, states: Illinois, Wisconsin,
at this event will be many
Sims 10, Wilder 8, Hudspeth 6, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana and
Kentucky. Also playing in the" professional scouts and others
Frank 5.
connected with baseball.
Preliminary game — Murray tournament will be the local
Legion team as host team.
High 46, Hickman County 40.
he teams will be housed on
Many people have been campus
and
everyone
recruited from the local com- associated with this effort is
FOOTBALL . .
munity and university to help working hard to
make this an
HOUSTON — Houston Oilers promote the tourney. Serving as event that will stand out
in these
General Manager Sid Gillman, co-chairmen of the advertising young peoples
lives," a
who stepped down as head and advance ticket sales are spokesman
said. "We feel that
coach three weeks ago, also re- Tommy Rushing and William this
will be a wonderful opsigned as general manager. Boyd.
portunity to show our neighO.A. "Bum" Phillips, who reOther people who have been boring states some real Kenplaced Gillman as coach, will recruited to help in these tucky
hospitality and let them
assume the general manager's projects are Don Crawford, see
why we are proud of this
job with the Oilers
Millard Carman, Ronald area."

Plans Being Made For
American Legion Tourney

:
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Q's 177-166 In Four
Overtimes Beat Nets
SAN DIEGO AP — The
usual objective of a basketball
game is to win, but sometimes
it is just to get the thing over
with.
Especially when the game
runs 68 minutes playing time...3
hours 10 minutes from tipoff to
buzzer,..72 personal fouls...128
rebounds. and 342 points.
Friday night's 176-166 American Basketball Association victory by the San Diego Conquistadors over the New York
Nets went through four overtimes. It was less basketball
than it was a marathon race
with the best conditioned team
coming out the winner.
''The score sounds like
they're playing half-court,"
said one sportswriter.
In a more conventional 48minute game, the Virginia
Squires beat the Memphis
TRACK & FIELD
TORONTO — Annelie Ehrhardt of East Germany broke
the world indoor record in the
women's 50-yard hurdles twice
Within the space of an hour at
the Maple Leaf Games. Ehrhardt lowered the mark to 6.2
seconds in the final heat after
besting the old mark with a
time of 6.3 in an earlier heat.
Later, Francie Larrieu of the
United States set the world indoor record for the 1,500 meters, with a time of 4 minutes,
10.4 seconds breaking the old
mark of 4:11 set last year by
Tonka Petrov of Bulgaria.
BOWLING
. .
SPRINGFIELD, Va. — Dick
Weber of St. Louis, losing only
three of his final 16 match
garnes, led a five-roan field into
the finals of the $70,000 Fair
Lanes Open Bowling Tournament.
GOLF . .
SAN DIEGO — Billy Casper,
pitching in a 40-yard shot for
an eagle on the 18th hole,
moved into a three-way tie with
Rod Funseth and John Lister
after the second round of kse
8170,000 Andy Williams-San
Diego Open Golf Tournament.

Sounds 98-82.
When the Nets-Q's game ended at 1110 p.m. PST, seven
players had accumulated six
personal fouls, which in the National Basketball Awiciation
would have meant departure
from the game. Unmercifully,
the ABA allows them to run to
exhaustion.
Julius Erving scored a career-high 63 points, hitting 25 of
46 shot attempts, but Julius
scored just one basket in the
Last 12 minutes of play. Said
losing Coach Kevin Loughery :
"If Dr. J. didn't get tired he
wouldn't be human."
One reason the 6-foot-7 Erving failed to score in the final
minutes was the defensive job
done by 6-foot-2 guard Warren
Jabali.

Area Cage Scores
Mayfield 65 Calloway County 63
(ot)
Hickman County 56 Murray
High 40
St. Mary 120 Ballard Memorial
75
Carlisle County 112 Fancy
Farm 66
Sedalia 65 Cuba 52
Heath 80 Farmington 66
Fulton City 74 Wingo 67
Fulton County 60 Cairo 51
Lone Oak 88 Symsonia 78
Tilghman 78 Lowes 53
Livingston Central 70 Reidland
67 lot)
Trigg County 79 Caldwell
County 64
Predictions: 12-2 bringing
season mark to 148-40 (.787)

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
— Op•n 12:00 A.M. T111 6 P.M. —
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FREE COFFEE ALL DAY
(with or without a meal)

*Buttermilk Pancakes...

Perkin's Own Golden Waffle...

Finest Anywhere. A full stack of five, light, golden
cakes w/whipped butter and hot maple syrup (Reg.
$1.10)
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1205 CHESTNUT STREET
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Unbeatable! w/whipped butter and hot maple syrup
(Reg. 95')

294

49'

Perkins Super Supreme...

16 oz. T-Bone Steak Dinner ...
Charbroiled w/crisp salad, homemade dressing,
baked potato and French bread (Reg. $5.95)

Buy One-Get One FREE!

"I put Warren on Dr. J. and
he did a heck of a job on Erving," said Q's Coach Beryl
Shipley. "I never even put
( Travis) Grant in there in the
fourth overtime because Grant
on Erving is a defensive mismatch."
"I've never been in a game
like this one," said Erving,
'.'and I hope I'm never in one
like this again..,unless we win.
It's just so disheartening to lose
when you put so much into it."
Erving admitted, however,
that he played the last three
overtime periods with a slightly
twisted left ankle which limited
his scope. He managed to haul
down 23 of his team's 57
rebounds.
The Q's Bo Lamar, playing
for his former college coach at
Southwestern Louisiana, had a
career-high 45 points as he hit
18 of 30 shots from the field and
it was his six free throws plus
a basket in the final five-minute extra session that sank the
Nets.
Squires 96, Sounds 82
Playing before their largest
home crowd in two seasons, 8,323, the Memphis Sounds fell
behind 37-13 in the first period
and never caught up. Reserve
forward George Irvine scored
10 points in the first quarter for
Virginia.
"Everything went wrong,"
said Memphis Coach Joe Mullaney. "We never played well."
Irvine finished with 17 points
while teammates Mel Daniels
scored 19 and Dave Twardzik
18.

SCOTT DRUG

Perkins Pancake & Steak House will celebrate us 2nd Anniversary in Murray on Wedai5diry", Febrity,
19th.
In appreciation for your warm reception.. miners Rill and Jackie Daugherty invite
you to
celebrate with them and enfey some of Murrar's_farorite Perkin's selections at special anniversary prices. Also -registerfor ,pecial prizes to be given away.

1
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Murray's most unique sandwhidi... quarter pound
all beef pattie, melted cheese... topped with crisp
bacon and barbeque sauce, then served on a
sesame seed bun with French fries.(Reg. $1.45)

694

Register Now Thru Wednesday For

$100.00 Cash

%4•507_15
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To Be Given Away... Plus
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Two Ky. Country Hams from Gibson's Locker Plant

to

(Register as often as you like — you don't have to be
present to win)

"World's Largest and Finest Chain of Pancake Houses."

Perkin's Pancake &
Steak House 6am.to

Mile North of Murray
on U. S. 641

753-09!V
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CALLOWAY CRUNCHER—Mark Miller 142) goes flying into
Troy Hawkins (24) while James Wells (55) of the Lakers and
Mayfield's Eddie Williams (34) watch. Mayfield took a 65-63
overtime win from the Lakers.
(Staff Photos by Dave Celaya )

Racers To Face Tough
Test With Buccaneers

!XL 'JJ

If Murray State is seriously
these teams knock them off at
entertaining any thoughts of
Murray. First Tech did it 74-68,
making the four-team Ohio
and East got in their lick 89-85.
Valley Conference Tournament
East Tennessee is coming off
field next month at Middle
of an 85-81 loss to league-leading
Tennessee, they must win on the
Middle Tennessee Monday
road this weekend.
night. The loss tied them at 2-7
at the OVC bottom. Morehead,
On the road just happens to be
Murray, and Eastern are 3-6.
a tough assignment for
Murray—particularly when you
If Murray expects to win in
Johnson City, they will have to
play at East Tennessee on
Saturday night and Tennessee
do something about the
Tech Monday. Murray has Bucaneers Kenny Reynolds.
always had trouble winning at The slick-shooting forward
gunned in 32 points in their
these places.
Anyway, Fred Overton, at earlier win. He and his teamlast, has his club out of the OVC
mates combined for a hot 59.6
cellar—thanks to -Arklawsimare40110•141111- AKA,-*W.- Murray
Eastern and Morehead last did alright themselves with 54.7
weekend—arid now, with a
in the loss.
sweep on the road his Racers
"If" is a big word for the
Racers. But "if" they can
just might be on their way to
continue to get good play out of
Murfreesboro after all.
Beating East Tennessee and
Jesse Williams, and his 20 point
Tech on the road will be doing it scoring average, and "if"
Grover Woolard can continue to
the hard way. Earlier in the
season, the Racers let both of look as dazzling on defense, as
he sometime. does on offense,
and "if" new-found sparkplug
Jett Hughes can maintain hia
•
hustle and defensive play, well
then, Murray just might have a
is now located at
chance.
his new offices
Going into this important
at:
road trip, Williams continues to
pace Murray scorers with an
even 20 point average. Next, is
Woolard
16.1,
at
Zach
His former
Blasingame 14.6, and Larry
location was 104
Moffett 12.9. Moffett also leads
North 4th Street.
the team in rebounds with a 10.5
average.

Rofialti Babb, DDS

1405 Dudley Drive

I

IS BAPTISM ESSENTIAL
TO SALVATION?(No. 2)
In last week's article we noted: ( I ) The inconsistency of
those who deny the necessity of baptism for salvation, but
who demand something they call "baptism" for membership in their respective Denominations, and (2)
Several Scriptures which depict a very definite relationship between baptism and salvation. Today we want to observe baptism's connection with the new birth.
A study of John 3:1-5 reveals at least two important
truths: (1) One most be in the kingdom of God to be
saved; (2) One must be "born of water and of the Spirit"
in order to "enter into the kingdom of God." Most Bible
believers agree that one must be "born again," but many
disagree on what constitutes the new birth — especially
with reference to what is involved in being "born of
water." Some say "born of water" refers to one's natural
birth. Others say that "water" mast be interpreted as
figurative instead of literal.
Obviously, "born of water" does not refer to one's
natural birth for Jesus said, "Except a MAN be born of
water and of the Spirit..." I've never met a "man" who
had not been born naturally! On the other hand, what rule
of interpretation would demand that "water" in this context be understood as figurative? In verse 23 of this same
chapter, we learn that John "was baptizing in Aenon near
to Salim, because there was much WATER there." Di&
John baptize in figurative water, or literal?
Looking at it in a different light, we note that Jesus, in
Colossians 1:18, is described as ."the firstborn from the
dead" — a passage that clearly refers to His resurrection.
His resurrection from the dead was a birth from the dead.
According to this same parallel, one's resurrection from
baptism is likened unto Christ's resurrection from the
grave I cf. Homes 6. 3-5; Colossians 2:12). Christ was in
the grave; He was raised, becoming the "firstborn from
the dead" The saints at Rome and Colosse, in order to
become saints, were buried in water; they were raised --hence, were "born of water."
The creed-bound religious world, seeing the force of this
argument, has decided that "water" in John 3:5 just HAS
to mean something other than water! Their logic is as
faulty as their doctrine. Furthermore,this puts them completely at odds with the Savior, Who said, "He that
believeth and is baptized shall be saved..."(Mark 16:16).
—Bobby Witherington

West Murray Church of Christ __
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Lakers Lose Overtime
Thriller To Mayfield
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
lime is like a rainbow in the
aning moments of a summer
evening.
Suddenly, before you even
hardly notice it, the rainbow is
gone. And that's just about how
time was for the Calloway
County Lakers Friday night
before
a
jam-packed
Homecoming crowd in Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
Playing one of their best
games of the season, the Lakers
battled down to the wire before
time finally ran out and
Calloway County wound up on
the short end of a 65-63 score in
an overtime battle with
powerful Mayfield.
Much like the man running
out of the late evening summer
shower, the majority of the fans
were gone from the gymnasium
as Mayfield was holding a
seemingly safe 59-54 lead with
just over 90 seconds left in the
game.
And then came the rainbow.
Junior David
Williams
blocked a shot put up by Otis
Sherrill of Mayfield and scooted
down the floor and was fouled.
He hit one of his charity tosses
and the Lakers were down by

four.
Then with 1:15 left in the
game, Williams came up with a
steal, drove the length of the
court and hit a basket to pull the
Lakers to within two at 61-59.
Seconds later, it appeared
Williams had made another
steal but the official didn't think
so and a foul was called.
Sherrill hit both free thrcws
and the Leiters trailed 61-57.
Calloway pulled to within two
points with 17 seconds when
senior forward Mark Miller hit
two free throws. Then on the
inbounds pass, the ball was
batted away and Williams hit
from under to knot the count at
61-61 with just 13 seconds left.
Mayfield got off one last shot
that fell short at the buzzer.
With the score tied at 63-all in
the overtime, the Lakers had a
shot to go up on the board but
Mike Wells missed the front
side of a bonus. Just 26 seconds
later, with the score still tied,
Wells again missed the front
side of the bonus.
Super senior Eddie Williams,
a 6-5 silk-smooth forward,
cashed in on two charity tosses
with just 17 seconds left and
Mayfield led 65-63.
Calloway had a shot at tying

the game but sophomore guard
Tommy Futrell's 10-footer from
the left side fell short. Eddie
Williams grabbed the rebound
and was fouled.
His front end of the bonus fell
off, Mike Wells dribbled out to
the center line and fired up a 45footer that just fell out, sending
the fakers into the lockeroom
with a heartbreaking Valentine's Day loss.
It was a different Laker club
that the Cards manhandled
twice earlier in the season. A
club of much more confidence
and better teamwork, and a
club that is certainly going to be
a contender in the First Region
Tournament, if they are able to
get out of the District.
But early in the fourth period,
6-9 center James Wells got his
fourth foul. And from that point
on, the Lakers had to be careful
inside. And from that point on,
Mayfield went to Eddie
Williams.
Mayfield got its first lead of
the final period at the 5:31 mark
when Williams hit on a turnaround jumper making the
score 49-48 in favor of the Cards.
Then with 3:38 left in the
game, James Wells got his fifth

foul as he slapped Williams.
Mayfield rolled up a seven-point
lead before the Lakers rallied
behind the brilliant defensive
play of David Williams.
The largest lead of the game
for the Lakers was six, for the
Cards it was nine, that being 156 in the first period.
"The key to the game was not
the last few minutes," Laker
Coach David King said.
"The key was when we had
them down 48-43 in the fourth
quarter and then six straight
times, we came down the floor
and didn't even get a shot off.
Then they came back and
scored 10 straight and that's
where we bossed it.
-All in all, it was one of our
best efforts of the year. But
we're still going to have to show
more poise in the clutch."
The Laker fans were on the
officials all night long. And it
seemed the officials were on
Wells all night long. Several of
his fouls were of the type that
aren't even called in girl's
games.
How did King feel about
Wells' fouls?
"A couple of them were
definitely "candy" fouls.
There's no question that they
made a big difference in the
outcome of the game," the
Laker coach added.
Wells, who blocked six shots
including one unbelievable
snuff of a Williams' shot,
finished with 17 points in a
brilliant effort before finally
fouling out.
cific-8
basketball
Tommy Futrell, also playing
title wasn't enough fire in the Trojan furnace.
scramble.
a fine game, added 16 while
Losing Coach Bob Boyd, how- Williams, playing his best game
Friday night, the No. 2-ranked Bruins maintained their ever, simply said, "they beat of the year, added 13.
calm in the face of Oregon's us every' way possible, but they
Calloway easily outrebounded
thrashing kamikaze-style de- especially beat us up front— Mayfield, killing the Cardinals
fense to rout the No. 13 Ducks they hammered us."
43-19 on the boards. Wells had 13
95-66. Across town Southern
rebounds in the contest while
GETTING HIT TOGETHER—Eddie Williams 134 and James
Three other ranked teams
California's 10th-rated Trojans
Mark Miller and Mike Wells
Wells (55), two of the top players in the state, go high in the air on
action
were_
Friday
in
nighL
succumbed to steady Oregon
each had seven.
a tip. Williams scored 24 points while Wells dumped in 17 before
No. 8 Arizona State topped
State 80-76 in game that wasn't
For the Cardinals, Eddie
fouling out. Watching for the Lakers is David Williams 15).
Utah 96-90, No. 14 Penn took an
as close as the final score in- 80-79
Williams
played
another
super
Ivy League decision over
dicated.
game and finished with a gameDartmouth and No. 19 Arizona
p.m.
Thus UCLA, 7-1 in the Pacifhigh 24 points while guard Otis
whipped Brigham Young 97-81.
to
ic-8 Conference, go tonight at
Sherrill added 17.
- Lionel Hollins netted 24 points
Opeo
home against Oregon State, 6-2
Mayfleld goeS to 19-3 on the
for Arizona State which shot 61
in the Pac-8.
season and will visit Murray
per cent from the floor in the
"This win breaks the Sports
High Tuesday.
second hail. Utah star Tickey
Illustrated jinx—that nobody
Meanwhile the Lakers, now 9Burden managed two points in
around here believed anyway,"
10 for the season, will host
Sn9?-70
the first half before finishing
said
Heath Tuesday in the final
Bruin
guard
Andre with 17.
S.3.07l Our
SAVE
McCarter. He was referring to
home game of the year.
Ron Haigler scored 24 points
the fact that the national magarow
Bhle
and
White Of
Bigelow
added
18
Bob
for
fa ft pf tp
zine seems to have a knack for
1an
Williams
8 8 4 24
putting on its front cover pic- Penn, 17-4 over-all and 8-1 in
5 0 1 10
2 0 3 4
tures of performers who verj the league. Larry Cubas led Hawricins
Munn
5 7 5 It
Dartmouth with 29 points.
soon after piarfnrrn pnnrly
Mitrhell
1 I d in
price."-e-sday
Jim Rappis led the balanced Totals
TJ 19 18 45
David Meyers, UCLA's 6thru
Arizona attack with 17 points
foot 8 forward, was on Sports
Illustreted's cover this week, and Al Fleming and Phil Tay' A fi OP
MdIer
Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
but the senior scored 19 points, lor added 16 apiece.
Thorne
3
3
Bel.Air Shopping Center
Elsewhere, Texas El-Paso, J Wells
7
5 17
hitting 8 of 12 shots from the
Murray
4 16
the top defensive team in the Futrell
Mon -Thurs 104
floor.
Williams
3 13
Fri 104+Sat 9-41
1
2 2
He scored early, while the nation, held Wyoming to two M Wells
Our, 14;
27
19 63
/
2-minute span Totals
Bruins were taking leads of 9-0, points over a 91
Mayfield
15 11 17
4-65
„of
Get to know us; you'll like us.
10 18 17
1-413
16-1 and 25-4, turning a contest and beat the Cowboys 64-54. Calloway
into rout.
Meanwhile, the 17th-ranked
Beavers of Oregon State were
manhandling Southern Cal as
Lonnie Shelton scored 25 points.
The Trojans were favored but
Coach Ralph Miller's crew
shackled everyone but Gus Williams and grabbed a 15-point
lead with 61
/
Zap(
2 minutes left.
-.1
11
1 k
Williams, who wound up with
24, and freshman Earl Evans
brought USC back, but there

Bruins Shake Jinx And
Have Roast Duck, 95-66
By DAN BERGER
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES ( AP) — The
winners in Friday night's battle
between the states of California
and Oregon square off tonight
in the big showdown in the Pa-

Racer Women
Get Easy Win
At Evansville
ine Murray State University
women's basketball team
notched closer to the .500 mark
Friday night as they clipped the
University of Evansville 56-35.
The visiting Racers moved in
front early in the ballgame but
could never put the contest
away until midway through the
second half.
Comity off their usual slow
Start in the early part of the
FAma,
edge'
,
te
27-21 intermission lead.
Then in the second half,
Murray went on a 29-14 scoring
splurge and ran the margin of
victory up to 21 points.
Murray placed three starters
in double digits. Debbie Hayes
paced the attack with 19 while
Gene Thomason scored 14 and
guard Jana Jones added 10. Lois
Holmes tossed in eight, Beverly
Parrish added three and Cindy
Leimbach two to round out the
scoring for Murray.
The win leaves the Racers
with an 8-9 season record. They
will try to reach the .500 mark
today when they host MissouriSt. Louis in the Sports Arena at
2 p. m.
Then on Tuesday, the Racers
will visit Western Kentucky.
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Middle School Dropped
In Tourney Appearance
An outstanding I,yon County
tearn brought an end to the
Murray Middle School season
Friday night in the eighth grade
tournament at North Marshall.
Playing in the opening game
of the tourney, the Tigers were
soundly trounced 49-26 by the
undefeated Lyon County team.
which will carry a 15-0 season
record into the semifinal round
this afternoon.
It waS a case of the tourney
jitters for the Tigers as they
came out a bit nervous in the
first period and fell behind 12-2.
In the second quarter, both
teams played on even terms and
at intermission, Lyon County
held a 26-16 lead.
Murray was able to score only
four points in the third period
and just six in the final quarter
while Lyon County ran up the
margin of victory by scoring 23
points in the last half.
The loss ends the season at 8-3
for the Tigers.
"They were, a really great
club," Tiger Coach Lee Hsieh
.said.
"They never get in a hurry
and-agred ffie
—ball very well:
They are the best team we've
played this season."
A large group of fans from

Murray went to the game and
Hook expressed his gratitude
-We had more fans and
banners there than anyone,'
Hook said.
"I'd like to thank all our fans
for the support they've given us
all season long."
Brad Taylor led the Tiger
scoring with eight points. The
leading rebounders for Murray
were Ed Harcourt, Lee Hopkins
and Jeff Kursive.
Special recognition went to
Taylor, who had one of his best
games of the year, and to
Hopkins and Greg Cohoon.
Combining the records of the
seventh and eighth grade
teams, it was a most successful
year for Middle School
basketball as the two teams
rolled up a slate of 16-5.
Lyon Co.
12 14 10 13 49
'Murray Mid.
2 14 4
Lyon ( 49)
Robertson 1.
Walker 13, Munsey 15, Mc
Collum 13, Parent 2 and Stovall
2.
•
Murray 26) — Cohoon 2
Harcourt 5, Hopitira kKendaJ
4, Kursave 2, Perry 2, Taylor 8
Denham, Alexander, Gibbs.
Hibbard, Reed, Stripling and
Warner

MilliE 1101111
IIPPLIIINCES'
"SIP"
ELECTRICIPI

Never known for guzzling electricity, your major appliances won't even
consume their usual amounts when
you use them at top efficiency. Here's
how to make them just sip electricity.
Refrigerator — keep the door
closed and keep the temperature between 37-40 degrees.
Range — cook complete meals in
the oven as often as possible.

Freezer — arty temperature below zero is 7-iefficient, wasteful.
Clothes washer — run
it full.
Dishwasher — do.
,J(yer — keep the -lint filter clean
and never overdry clothes.
Wise and careful use of your majo,
appliances will allow them to sip electricity and be more efficient than ever
before.

•.• •
IMZ

John Edd Walker, Mgr.

West KentuclgiRural
Cooperative Corporation

y

753-5012

r,
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Murray Vocational Chapter Of FBLA Now Has 39 Active Members
FBLA Week activities at
Murray Vocational Center are
being planned and directed by
Tonya Carroll, FBLA !Meek
chairman.
The organization is designed
to help students learn basic
business skills plus develop
character through leadership
and citizenship activities.

The local chapter has worked
with many community activities. This year they have
concentrated on the March of
Dimes and the Red Cross. The
chapter also works closely with
the Murray and Calloway
County School systems on
worthy instructional activities.
The local chapter has 39

active members. They are:
Terry Adams, Donna Barber,
Debra Billington, Cheryl
Burkeen, Tonya Carroll, Cindy
Chrisman, Kathy Coleman,
Vicky Cunningham, Rita
Dawson, Sheila Edwards,
Sharon Fandrick, Teresa
Fortner, Libby Frodge, Rids
Hicks, Debbie Lee, Cindy

MEW-TV (Channel 11)Program Schedule

Hospital Report

for February 17 - 21
Monday
Feb. 17
U.S. Dept. or
Agri Cu 1 ture
ArIERNOON
DEVOTIONAL
News
Weather
Sports

6:30

Travel
Log
Travel
Log

Tuesday
Feb. 18
U.S. Opt.
of Agr.
AFTEINOON
DEVOTIONAL
News
Weather
Sports
'40CUS'
Travel
Log
Across the
Fence

KONESDAY
Feb. 19
U.S. Dept.
of Agr.
AFTERNOON
DEVOTIONAL
News
Weather
Sports
.F111CUS.
Travel
Log
Travel
Log

7:00

Sign off

sign off

sign off

TIME
4:20

4:25
4:k
3:
6:00

8:00

THURSDAY
FRIDAY
Feb. 20
Feb. 21
U.S. Dept.
U.S. Dept.
of Agr.
of Agr.
AFTERNOON
AFTERNOON
DEVOTIONAL
DEVOTIONAL
News
News
Weather
Weather
Sports
Sports
olrir'us-n--TTFot.0S"
Travel
Travel
Log
Log
Travel
Travel
Log
Log
Boysenberry
Jam Prelude sign off
Boysenberry
Jam

Guest of FOCUS:
Monday:
Feb. 17

1.
2.

3.
4.
Tuesday:
Feb. 18

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
Wednesday:
Feb. 19

1.
2.

MSU Artist
Speech as a primary means of communicatfon-Dr. John Bartholomry, Vice Pres. for University Affairs
Larry Suffil descusses the movies
MSU Book Review
Larry Winders, Secretary to the Mayfield Chamber of
Cdowerce
Ralph Colby, principal, Mayfield High School
Juanita Lynn with flower arranging
Max Hurt, Boy Scout Drive
History in Perspective
MSU economist, Dan Harrison
Carol Smith, Executive Director, Kentucky Comission on

3.
women.
4. Jim Hayes, author and teacher.
Thursday:
Feb. 20

1.
2.

3.
Friday:
Feb. 21'

1.
2.

3.
4.

Leslie, Ann Lovett, Vicki McClard, Dawn McCuiston, Donna
McMullin, Pam Mills, Marketia
Orr, Lynn Pace, Mary Pace,
Beverly Rogers, Robin Rousse,
Helen Rudd, Kathy Sanders,
Sympson, Starlyn
Paula
Tabers, Cindy Thornton, Cindy
Tripp, Sherry Vaughn, Jean
Walker, Trace Walker, Kathy
Wesson, Vicki White, Janet
Williams, and Paula Williams.

MSU Political Scientist
Suzanne Keesler discussing the language caMp and Mardi
Gras
WiTie Burnett discusses the new Student Government
Constitution.
Margaret Trevathan and Library Corner
The Rev. John Dale, pastor, Church of Christ, Murray
Alan Blausteein, of the Senior Citizens Organization
G.W. Hayden, Boy Scout representative.
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THE MAYOR and Common
Council of the City of Murray
will accept bids to purchase a
3-4 ton pick-up and a 2-ton
dump truck for the use of the
Murray Water & Sewer
System. A 1968 Ford pick-up
and a 1969 2-ton dump are to be
traded in. The bids are to be
delivered to Murray Water &
Sewer System office, 401
Olive, Murray, Kentucky, by
COO p. m. on February 25,
1975. They will be reviewed by
the Water & Sewer Committee
and Purchasing Committee
and recommended to the
Council for purchase. The City
Council reserves the right to
accept lowest or best bid or to
reject any or all bids.
Specifications are available at
the office of the Murray Water
& Sewer System.

February 12, 1975
Adults 110
Nursery 12
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Boy Allison I mother
Barbara),Rt. 7, Box 46, Benton,
Baby Girl Wilson (mother
Diane), Rt. 6, Box 300, Murray.
DISMLSSALS
Mrs. Helen E. Terry, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tenn., Master
Dwayne McDaniel, Rt. 2,
Arlington, Mrs. Marion Greer,
503 N. 1st., Murray, W. T.
Hutson, lit. 4, Murray,Frank H.
Vittetow, Box 4485 Hart Hall,
Murray, Mrs. Evelyn N.
Shekell, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Jeraldine W. Gream, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Eva J. Thurman, 2. Notice
515 S. 13th., Murray, Mrs.
Barbara J. Clark, Rt. 1, Box 13, I WILL no longer be responsible
Mayfield, Mrs. Ramona D. for any debts other than my
Evans, Rt, 5, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. own, as of February 12, 1975.
Pattie C. Shelton and Baby Boy, Jack Beard.
117 Shady Oaks, Murray, Mrs.
Mable L. Orr, Box 226, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Sue B. Hall, Box
233, Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Nellie
R. Williams, Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.,
Mrs. Marcile T. Brandon, 311
Wilson, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Live Country 8. Blue
Deborah G. Ernsberger and
Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Kirlcsey, Guy Grass Music Show
Gingles, 223 S. 4th., Fulton, R.
Sat., Feb. 15, 8-11 p. m.
B. Stunson, No. 51 Rivieria Cts.,
Murray, Lue J. Finney, 405 N. Hwy. 121, 13 miles
17th., Murray, Mrs. Aline E.
South of Murray
Jackson, 807 Hurt Dr., Murray,
Mrs. Ruby R. Arnett, Rt. 7, Look for the Big
Murray, T. C. Emerson, Rt. 6,
Red Barn
Murray, Vernon W. Hale, 713
Olive St., Murray.
Show Every Saturday

Ky. Lake Country
Music Barn

Auction Sole
Saturday, February
22nd, 10 a. m. Ram or
LOCATION: 7 miles seek of
Mayfield, one inalo west of
Sedalia jest off Highway 339.

Farm
MachineryTrucks-Front End
Loader
MONIS

rum

4.

1972 Ford 2 ton with 14 ft.
grain bed and hoist; 1974
Chevrolet 2 ton automatic
with 16 ft. grain bed and
hoist (2000 miles); 1972
Dodge 2 ton with 14 ft. grain
bed and hoist; 1959 GMC
with grain bed.
COMMIES

1972 G Gleaner with 13 ft.
bean header and 4 row corn
header; 1967 model 95B
John Deere Combine with
13 ft. bean header with
robot chopper, hydraulic
reel lift, variable speed.
HMWMOR

Ford 3-16 pickup plow; 5-12
JD plow; Farm King auger
wagon; tandem wheel
trailer;
JD
4
row
cultivator; wheat drill; 14
ft. Brillion Culti-mulcher;
10 ft. JD Disc with extension gangs; rotary hoe;
Big Ox 6 ft. grader blade; 5
ft. grader blade; Side WinPickup Rotary Mower;
JD 4 row corn drill; Ford 4
ratv -Cilltivator; 6 yardscraper pan; chemical
sprayer; tobacco setter; 3
point 6 ft pickup disc;
welder; electric impact
wrench; 2 air compressors; tractor post hole
digger; chain saw and
other items too numerous
to mention. 20 ft. Krause
Disc with hydraulic fold,
BWA 12' 6" JD Disc, BWF
12'6" JD Disc.
All of this machinery is in
good condition, ready to go
to the field and warrants
your inspection. You may
inspect this equipment
prior to sale day..
016.14416
aeon: Dr. wrid
11111itUM; To-.a - rook
amens fw Saw Ofber

its off

AHAMprchondose
to 9....
7

Starks Hardware
S.

Kountry Kitchen
1214,8 Poplar

FOR MARY KAY Cosmetics,
753call Sonya Futrell.
4505.

Gift Items

C. W.Shelton

From WishJng
Well Gill Shop
IllectersAawi,41115 1Anew.

Real Estate & Auction Co.

We *nth 2 :A

Miser

247 1315,

719 Paris

FOR ALL your Watkins
Products. Call Mr. or Mrs.
Holman Jones. 753-3128.

Crossword Puzzler

14 Church dIgnitary

W171-1 TI415
OUTFIT
lOtJ

NEED
ir

B

Rzie

Raw

147

2421

/

THAT LEAVE-5
A LOT OF
ROOM FOR
ERROR

THE PHANTOM

Barger
Realty Co.

WATKINS PRODUCTS. Call
753-9992 after 5 p.m.

5 Planet
9 aseketball
pMyem
11 Glossy
-fabric
13 Conninc I ion
16 Not* ol
scale
17 Wager
19 Neckpiece
20 Ocean
21 Withered
23 Greek letter
24 Diepatchiscl
25 Bind again
27 Trip the light
fantastic
29 Mire
30 Cry SiS
dove
31 Cowboy
competition
33 Gull-Ilk.
birds
35 Undefiled
36 Edible seed
38 Kind 01
cheese
40 Worm
41 Halls
43 Notary
sheep
44 Latin conjunction
•45 Kind of
piano
47 Roman gods
48 Outing
50 Climbing
Pala,
52 Jacket
53 mows
throw
DOWN

2 KIN!01
sash.,

BURIAL INSURANCE up to
$2,000. Health, no problem.
Golan C. Hays, 753-1976.

The sooner you call,
the sooner cif:7
you save.
Plums 713409

I

Answer

to Y•slerday $ Puzzle

3 Vogor Icol-

WHRWU
.7.!
MOM OUMOU Maki
OMO inalOW WAPU
5 Penner
6 Devoured
MOWER WO
7 Note of scale
OR! MU WFMAA
8 Calm
11OT WAcJMMUPOR
9 Mali swan
WOIR
PUOM
{pi I
10Mecliterranew
MRPOOMMUM RUN
vessel
0130WOM NUO MN
11 Dinner course
Oft) WUOUN
12 Tidy
DE= WFAIM MON
15 Parcel of land
!MO
MAFJAEiiiir
18 Earthauelies
85 &ME (1,7&10E-1 MALI
20 Damaged
log I
4 Is mistaken

goods
22 Musical study
24 Breathe
loudly in
sleep
26 Cyprinoid fish
28 Hign card
31

Rural

32 Pertaining to
rmon
33 Canclle
34 Heelless
shoe
35 Sly loos
37 Vast age
39 Principal

St Port of Moplace
42 Pierce
45 Nahoor sheep
48 Music is
written
49 Preb, wit

51

EVINRUDE 91,2 H. P. motor,
Paris boat trailer. Both
practically new. Call 753-1556.

22. Musical
AMPG AMP with guitar, $265.
Call 753-3724 after 5 p. m.
PIANO TUNING, repair and
rebuilding, . prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Dyer 753.8911

FURt
thre
sere(
newl
all
park

1ARG
men)
stora
cond
tran(
coupl
Main

24. Miscellaneous

14. Want To Buy
GIRL'S GOOD used bike. 26" or
27". Call 753-4530
USED
BARBECUE
king
machine for chickens, ribs,
etc. Contact Charles Homra
after 6 p. m. 753-7964.

SIX CORDS of Hickory and oak
stove wood for sale. Phone 4365411.
FIREWOOD, $10 per rick.
delivered. 753-0271.

GRAIN FED beef. 70 cents lb.
dressed weight. Raymond
Palmer. Phone 489-2281.
SMALL MALE Beagle puppy.
Tyner Noel, 489-2510.
GARDEN TILLER SALENow til March 1st. 341 H. P.
COINS-GOLD, silver, copper.
tillers-$184.95. 5 H. P. tillersTop prices. Buy or sell. Will
sell silver dollars 5 for $25. 753$199.95. Both 311 and 5 H. P.
have reverse, one year
9232. '
warrenty. 3 and 411. P. Briggs
& Stratton tiller engine, 25 per
15. Articles For Sale
cent off. See Frank at East
Side Small Engine, Highway
GOLD DRAPES for dent
94 East. 753-9437.
windows. Double window 7'8",
Single window 4'6". 753-3779. OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
$12.50 per rick, delivered. Call
436-2315.

For Sale

One unusual German press
with mirror. Glass china
cabinets, round oak dining
table, old center tables, brass
items such as ink well set,
cricket boxes, mortar and
pesteles, candle snuffer,
easles, brass lamps.

Murray Hobby
and Handicraft
512 Sew% 1115

BE GENTLE, be kind, to that
expensive carpet, clean with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Big K, Belaire
Shopping Center.

16. Home Furnishings
STUDIO COUCH-makes bed.
Excellent condition. Also odd
chair. Stereo with AM-FM
radio and four speed changer.
753-3730.

26. TV-Radio
AUTOMATIC WOOD circulator
heater. Brick lined, cast fire
WS; th Pit door. $199.95 while
they last. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee.

27. Mobile Home Sales
FOX MEADOWS and Coach
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
Spaces and homes for families
only. Small Parks, Superior
aceornoclafions, exclusive
residential, area. South 16th
Street. Phane 753-3855.

MURR
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Dark'
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DOUBLE WIDE mobile home.
reduced to sale. Call 437-4552.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric,
central
airconditioning and heating,
$3000 or best offer. See at ,No.
31 Glingan Mobile Hornet
(Highway 941.

LATE MODEL 12 x 60, two
bedroom, two bath mobile
home with central heating and
air. Located near Kentucky
Lake on 100 x 198 lot, on concrete slab. Water, electricity,
DOUBLE DRESSER, excellent
and sewerage connected.
condition. Call 753-4609.
Skirted, has redwood porch,
furnished and ready to move
MATCHING FLORAL chair
in. If your credit is good,
and love seat, good condition.
owner will finance at simple 8
Same as new. Call 753-2818.
per cent interest with $500
down and $95 per month. Total
price of only $10200 for all of
COUCH AND chair, needs
the above. Telephone 436-2473
upholstering. $75. Call 753or 436-5320.
8921.

40" G. E. stove, white, three
years old. Dresser, and rug,
(15 x 15) Call 753-9661

\_.

(6/

FUFtN
coup
Pets.

teed,

Ity

ACROSS
1 Long
caoeleo
),Immwm

NEEDED-SOMEONE to sell EVINRUDE 9ko H. P. Paris
Watkins Products. Call 753- boat, trailer. Both practically
new. Call 753-1556.
5550.

kfteers

On All

S P"- AFRAID
THE ORMINAL ?THE LeeeNDARy32--1
50- BUT IN THE
AMAZON- I FOUND
THE INCADMPARABLE THE FLAPAL00:1-

L(RG
carp
753-7

I.

Early Bird Sale

I'M THE ONCE
'7
VIRILE
( PROFESSOR
I 5ALTSMELT
- GONE FOR
50 YEARS-

.LOST( STANDARD Large .1174 MLIACHITA BASS boat,
Black Poodle. Call 753-4147 or 1971 60 H. P. Johnson, fully
equipped. Must see. Also 1973
753-4451.
13' 1" Invader ski boat with 60
H. P. Johnson, rated for 80 H.
P. and five people. Must sell
6.Help Wanted
both. 753-8809-

12. Insurance

International 1066 Tractor
with dual wheels ( only 430
hours); 1200 David Brown
with 1000 hours; 1967 Allis
Chalmer Model HD7G
Front End Loader on
tracks with power shift
with
yard bucket

NEED CONFIDENTIAL Information? Dial NEED 7536333, NEEDLINE.

10

20. Sports Equipment

Shine

Night

I 5N'T AN(THING SAFE ANdi
mORE 7ro ?Emu HAVE TO
5-TEAL EVENT14046?!
UNDER5TAND IT!!

5. lost And Found

2. Notice

1. Legal Notice

Note ml sC•le

17. Vacuum Cleaners

32. Apartments For Rent

CASE MANURE spreader and NEW UNFURNISHED two
bedroom apartment, all
front end loader for Massey
Ferguson or Ford. Call 753- carpet, dishwasher, disposal,
range, washer-dryer, hook-up.
3820 after 5 p. m.
Patio. $150 monthly. 753-7550.
IREATED FENCE posts. Als.,
NICE SMALL
furnished
treated barn poles and lumber. 5 x 5s and long lengths. apartment, clean, one block
from sports arena, $70 monPoplar Bluff Treating Co.,
thly. Couples only. 753-3805.
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700.
DUPLEX, LOCATED
on
Dulguld Drive, two bedroom
20. Sports Equipment
unfurnished, stove, dish.
3041 MARLOI with
seoPe7
435-4594.

Ti

28. Heating & Cooling

WOOD AND COAL combination
brick lined stove. Two months
THE SALE is over at Kirby
old. Must sell, cheap 753-6872.
Vacuums. But you can still
have your old Kirby rebuilt for
$26. Trade-ins on new Kirbys 29. Mobile Home Rentals
are worth up to $80. Come in
and see us soon. Kirby Sales de THREE BEDROOM double
Services, 500 Maple Street,
wide mobile home in country.
753-0359.
Phone 753-0865.

19. Farm Equipment

Will
492.

Wlatier
dryer hook
.-131"5
-up.7;53Warle
1262O-r 7
115347154.

Elm
days
the I
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and
kitcl
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on P
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4dveA7tde7Ae actaten
32. Apartments For Rent 37. Livestock - Supplies
LARGE APARTMENT, newly
carpeted and furnished. Call
753-7915.
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
couples only. No children, no
pets. Call 753-5043.
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Siding

Awnings

Aluminum Service
Co. Patio Covers
Carports
Let us give you a FREE estimate on energy
saving, maintenance Free,aluminum siding.

Will Ed Bailey
492-8897

Take Advantage of
Mid-Winter Savings

Bobby Lawrence
492-8879

Auction
Tues.- Feb.18-7:00 p. m.
McCLANAHAN
HARDWARE
STORE
Hazel,Ky.
Due to the fact we were unable to complete this sale in two
days last month, we will be auctioning off the remainder of
the inventory ranging from - Nuts and Bolts to New Power
Hand Tools.

ed
lock
non1805
on

ishart
753-

So please be with us for a good night of auction. Sale
location is in Downtown Hazel, Ky. 6 miles south of Murray
on Paris Highway) Thank you.

Phil Jeffrey
Auction Co.,
Broad St. at 3rd
Proclucah, Ky:
442-6300

Another View

9. Used Cars & Trucks

WANT TO BUY-Farm in
Calloway County. Cattle or
row crop. 753-2211. Tripp
Williams Real Estate.

COLD WATER-NEAT
two
bedroom, one bath, brick
WEANED PIGS. Call 435-4488.
veneer and stone house.
Electric wall heat, separate
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
garage with work room. Lot
three rooms, bath, large 38. Pets Supplies
120 x 180. $23,000.
screened porch, new carpet,
1608
Parklane- three
newly decorated, central heat,
bedroom, 142 bath, brick
SETTER
Call
Dog.
Bird
MALE
all utilities paid, plenty
veneer. Central electric heat
753-5493.
parking and storage. 753-5949.
and air, carpeting. Range,
dishwasher, draperies inLARGE EFFICIENCY apart- BEAUTIFUL ARC registered
cluded. Only $30,500.
ment-large closets and
Irish Setters puppies. Great
218 South llth Street-four
storage, electric heat and airValentine gift for children. $65.
bedroom, asbestos siding
conditioning, private en- Call 435-4589 after 5 p. m.
house. Electric wall heat, two
trance. Ideal for married
window
air-conditioners,
couple or two girls. 1606 West
carpeted. Lot 51 x 180. $16,500.
GERMAN SHEPHERD, eight
Main.
1515 Johnson Blvd.-nice
months. Will make good pet.
three bedroom, one bath, brick
753-9661 after 6:30.
veneer. Electric wall heat,
carpeted, carport. In prime
MURRAY MANOR - all new, ONLY A few Parakeet Birds
location. First time offered.
all electric, unfurnished one
left. Selling for $1.50 and $2.00
$24,900.
and two bedroom apartments.
each. 1105 Vine Street. 753513 Whitnell Street-three
On Duiguid Road, just off 641 __5016.
bedroom, one bath, brick
North. 753-8668.
veneer Electric heat, carPARADISE
peting, attached garage. Near
KENNELS.
Boarding
and
Bel Air Shopping Center,
grooming. Pick
34. Houses For Rent
up and delivery service now
grocery, and schools. $24,500.
available. Call 753-4106.
Telephone Boyd-Majors Reel
TWO BEDROOM brick house,
Estate, 105 North 12th Street
close to MSU, electric heat,
753-8080.
and
air.
Washer-dryer, 39. Poultry Supplies
refrigerator, and range furnished if needed. Very nice.
809 WALDROP STREET-neat
LAYING
HENS, Barred
753-4478 or 753-6199.
two bedroom brick veneer
Plymouth Rocks, ten months
house, carport, patio, electric
old. Call 492-8869.
heat, shag carpet, clean as a
TWO BEDROOM frame house,
pin, on well landscaped lot,
1405 Vine Street, 753-5898.
near Murray State University,
41. Public Sales
only $22,000. Boyd-Majors
NICE TWO bedroom house at
Real Estate, 105 North 12th
1415 Vine, ideal for young
Street, 753-8080.
couple or elderly couple. 753- LARGE YARD SALE-Friday
and Saturday. Three miles
9761.
north on 641. Look for signs. FIVE ACRE tracts in resticted
development only minutes
from Kentucky Lake. Located
TO RIGHT COUPLE. No pets, 43. Real Estate
on blacktop road just north of
two bedroom modern home,
Hamlin, Ky. Electric and
newly redecorated, electric
phone are at the property.
heat, city water, four miles FOUR UNIT apartment house.
Financing available. Low
east on 94. Call 753-9409.
Will provide excellent income.
down payment. John C.
Central gas heat, airNeubauer, Realtor, 505 Main
conditioners remain. Within
36. For Rent Or lease
Street, Murray, Ky. (502) 753walking distance to downtown.
0101 or 753-7531.
Call John Randolph Realty
and Auction Company, 753LEASE-307 North 4th Street,
8382.
1200 sq. ft. building. Heat, air,
IRE QUALIFIED personnel at
carpet. Call 753-5881.
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to-you regarding your
ROBERTS REALTY located on
Real Estate needs. Our time is
South 12th 'at Sycamore has
Notice
your time. -Give us a call or
five licensed and bonded sales
Approximately 12,000 sq. ft. of
drop by the office at 901
personnel to Serve you plus
rental space available at 2nd
Sycamore Street:753-7724.
twenty years esclusive real
and Poplar Streets. Western
estate experience. Call 753Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.,
1651-or come by our office. We
Murray, Ky., Phone 753-3342.
lige to talk REAL ESTATE WOULD YOU buy a place that
is renting for $185 per month
and on business lot? If interested, call 753-6044.

There will also be some used furniture (living room suit
and chairs) to some antiques and "old" furniture (dressers kitchen cabinet - glassware and so on).

two
all
sal,
-up
550

43. Real Estate

TWO REGISTERED Polled
Hereford Bulls. Fifteen or
sixteen months old. Lamplighter bloodline. See Hewlett
CooPer or call 753-3336 after 5
p. m.

WANTAD

TWO
BEDROOM
frame
residence in good conditionlocated at 907 Olive. Ideal for
small family. Why pay rent
when you can buy this bargain
for $10,000?
Trailer court on Highway 641
near Hazel. Room for six
trailers. Live on one site and
let the others retire your investment.
Choice five to fifteen acre
tracts, some wooded. Located
Southwest near city limits.
Two beautiful wooded lots
joining new city park. Each lot
has more than 11 acre. Look
and give me a bid.
I am an experienced Real
Estate Appraiser. Please call
me if you need an appraisal of
your property.
Claude L. Miller, Realtor and
Appraiser. 753-5064 or 753-3059.
DUPLEX - CARPETED,
central heat and air, utility
room. Two bedrooms in each
apartment. In Westwood
Subdivision. Call 753-5449.

51. Services Offered

51 Services Offered

NEED FIREWOOD or trees
cut? Call 753-6556.

JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
1472 PINTO WAGON,real good
and Electric Repair Service.
condition. Automatic, new WILL TUTOR in or out of my
No jobs too small. 436-5642
home. For details, call 753tires, low mileage. Bob Dyer,
before 8 a.m, or after 5 p.m.
4796.
753,1911.

ftoup'.'

1965 FORD GALAXIE, good
engine, $365. Call 753-0706.
68 Dodge Dart 2 door hardtop,
small-V-8 Automatic, Nice.
9650.00. 753-9189 or 753-8124.

t.

1973 CAPRICE Classic, white,
two door, cranberry top and
interior, AM-FM, power
steering and brakes, air. 7535945.

'SW
2-15

1962
LINCOLN
CONTINENTAL, all power, airconditioned, $600. 753-5352,6 a.
m.-6 p. m. or after 7 p. m. call
436-5684.

VJE

DEMOCRAT DON'T HAVE AN ENERGY FLAN,
gUT IF WE 010, IT WOULD BE BETTER THAN
FoRcw ENERGY PLAN."

46. Homes For Sale

44. Lots For Sale

FOR RENT-Private lot on THREE BEDROOM brick, two
Roberts Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30 baths, sun deck, central heat
per month. Hook-up for and air, gas, double garage,
trailer. Call 753-9143 after 2 newly redecorated. Located at
p.m. or 753-4655.
1709 Audabon, Keenland
Subdivision. Call for ap140 Kentucky Lake lot, pointment. 753-1262 or 753-7154.
ready for set up of trailer, nine
miles out, hold note five yews.
Payments $38.50 month. tall
For Salo
753-4481.
By OWII
New house, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, located in city, includes
46, Homes For Sale
den, utility room, full garage,
carpeted, central beet & a,ell
THREE BEDROOM brick
built-ins. Listing art roe at
home at 1509 Clayshire Drive,
Owner has reduced =áb. price
carpeted. $20,300. 753-0119.
to 528,500. Cell dey-7530550, night-753-8261.
CONTRACTOR-three
BY
homes. Two in city and one
lake waterfront. 753-3672.

47. Motorcycles
SAVE. OWNER must sell. Will
deal on new three bedroom,
1ELL OR TRADE for larger
two baths, den, in Sherwood
motorcycle. 1973 CB 350 four
Forest. Call Paducah collect,
cylinder Honda. 753-3672.
443-2189 after 5 p. m.

THE SNQW and cold make you
anxious for summer and sun.
If you're wanting a vacation
home near the lake, let iks
show you this new, completely
furnished A-frame. It's an
ideal vacation home and it's
only $13,000. Give us a call at
753-3263 for more information.
Wayne Wilson Real Estate.

BRIDGE STONE SST 60 Mini
Bike, $100. 753-3724 after 5 p.
m.

SELL OR TRADE-three
bedroom, all modern, brick
home in Hopkinsville for two
bedroom modern in Murray
Call 886-7551, Hopkinsville

For Sale By Owner
3 Acres 6 miles out 44 west.
Like new, completely carpeted, 3 bedroom, brick
home with den, built-in kitchen, dishwasher and
eating area, large utility
room, dining room and
very large living room with
fireplace, central heat and
air. Must see to appreciate.
Call 435-4478 or 753-2504 for
appointment.

1966 MUSTANG 289, four sd
new tires, good shape. Call 7530165.
1968 V. W. Engine just rebuilt.
Guaranteed six months or 6000
miles. Clean car. 753-0165.
1972 CHEYANNE Pickup ,
power steering, brakes and air
conditioning, 39000 miles,
$2500.00. Call 436-2584.

50 Campers
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, coachman, Trail Star, Fold down,
dnique, Good used trailers, t.Z
mile east of 68 and 641 intersection. Draffinville, Ky.
Phone 527-7807.

51. Services Offered
LICENSED ELECTRICIANPrompt, efficient service. No
job too small. Call Ernes,
White, 753-0605.

ANTIQUING FURNITURE.
Free estimates. Call 753-7915.

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
slop (old ice plant). Complete
remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors,.
formica work, finish carpentry, contracting. Phone
753-4124 or 753-0790 idglas.

DOES YOUR home need
repair? Will do addition,
roofing, and general repair
work. 436-2516.

WINDOW CLEANING and
carpet cleaning service. 12
years experience. Free
estimates. Call 753-3351.
WILL REPAIR guns, or old
clocks. M1 work guaranteed.
Call 492-8869.

EXPERIENCED
PAINTER
will do interior or exterior
work by the hour or job. 4354480.
EXPERIENCED ELECTRICIAN needs work. All
types wiring, also maintenance and repair. All work
guaranteed. Call night or day
Ir.9112.

JERRY'S REFINISHING and
Custom Built Furniture, six CARPENTRY "WORK.
miles south of Murray on Remodeling, room
additions,
Highway 641. Jerry McCoy, any type of home imOwner (502) 492-8837.
prevements. Free estimates.
436-5840.
HOME IMPROVEMENTS
Garages, basements, ex- 6,
tensions, roofing, painting. No
Job too small. 767-6694 or 7676680.

Furches
Jewelry
113 S. 4th Street

OLD SHOPPE, 1301 Main
Street. We buy, sell, and
restore antiques and-or old
furniture. February special tables stripped only, square
or round table, varnish finish,
$15.00. Paint finish,$20.00. End
tables, varnished, $9.00 Paint
finish, $14.00. Call 753-8240.

Murray
For dependable watch
and jewelry repair.
Factory Approved

Accutron Service

Marble
J.: Dem.:vied mid
1,9 Isere Ill lIlul'j•fI't',

trim

If you don't know your marbleknow your manufacturer.
r For

Quality and Service see...

Thornton Tile & Marble Co.

6 / 9 S 9th

753-5719

maga1tiC1Ll

Li

49, Used Cars & Trucks

RETIREMENT HOME or
summer home to be near the
Lake, either way you can't go
wrong in this neat five room
home with basement, home
has vinyl aluminum siding for
low maintenance and extra
well insulated. Quite a value at
only $9500. Moffitt Realty, 304
Main, 753-3597.

HIGHWAY 121 West, about five
miles from Murray is a good
two bedroom frame home on
one acre with some outbuildings and fencing, a great
place to have a garden or
couple of animals. Only
$14,500. See it now. Moffitt
Realty. 753-3597, 304 Main
Street.

1962 CHEVY PICKUP with
camper, $385. See Will D.
Thornton at Thornton Tile and
Marble. 612 South 9th St.

1972 KAWASAKI 500 street bike,
like new with faring. $200. 753- ELECTROLUX SALES S,
9488.
Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
Bo.x 213 Murray or call 1-3822468, Farmington.

1917 CHEVROLET IMPALA
two door hardtop, full power,
factory air, price 6150. 753-7930
after 5 p. m.

TAYLOR'S STRIPPING and
Refinishing- restores antiques and old furniture, also
trunks. Located 3ki miles
north on 641. 753-4955.

1970 CAMERA, yellow with
black vinyl top. $1,650. Call CONTACT SCHOLAR Brothers
for all your bulldozing,
436-5651.
backhoe work, or trucking
1973 FORD
needs. Phone Aurora, 354-8138
EXPLORER
pickup, power steering and
or 354-8161 after 7 p.m.
brakes, 2,000 miles, excellent
condition. Price $2500. Call
GET YOUR lawn mowers
753-8090 after 4 p. m.
repaired now in time for
Spring. Fix mowers, rotoCHEVY PICKUP, 1965, 4. ton,
tillers and small engines. 436heavy duty, new engine, like
5525.
new body,8 ply tires, $900. Call
436-2368,
1968 COMET, Sport Coupe,
needs body work, cheap, Call
436-2289.

BUSHHOGGING, PLOWING,
landscaping, gravel hauling.
Myrtle Brenneman, Call 4362540.

1953 CHEVROLET Pickup, runs 50 PER CENT OFF regular
price on one piece marble
good, $150. Call 436-2438.
vanity tops, various sizes, and
1947 PICKUP for sale or trade
colors, at Thornton 'Tile and
Marble, 612 South 9th Street.
Call 767-2524
1974 PINTO, three door
Runabout,four speed. 2.5 miles
per gallon. Call 753-5984.
WILL TRADE for Camero or
Chevelle, a 1958 Chevy pickup
with 327,four speed, headers, 8
x 10" wheels, bucket seats,
tape player. 753-5612, ask for
Bob.

OP"

iee
\41'

•
Light Utility Vehicle *AM Push Button Radio, Color Combinatior,.
Single Color, Trim Combination Single Color
Stock No 188

Looking for ways to save
money? How about a pickup
that's economical to buy, own
and operate. That's Chevy
LOY. Get the whole story
during our Chevy LLIV
Economy Drive. Meanwhile,
consider this price:

$3448.15

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Hazel Hwy.

Cherrat

Ph, 753-2617

Now Open For Business

Jerry Stallons Coins
1410 Glendale, Murray, Kentucky
la-00a.m. to 6:00p.m. Monday thru Saturday
We hove a complete /ine of U S and Canadian Coins and Supplies

Buy-Sell-Trade
Estate and Insurance Appraisals
* Mail Orders Available*

0If The Craft House
11112 S

Everyone visiting us between now and March 8, 1975 will receive a Free chance on a U.S. 1910- 55"goldfl88CO to be given away via a drawing to be held
March 8 in the store - No purchase requtred You do not have to be present to win
-Please COMOSee UsWe would love for you to win the.C.oki
Piece
We Guoreeltee all out coins 10 be genuine
Yew Satisfaction is our Nat Priority -

12th

Going 0tt4 of Business

44. lots For Sale

AllItems Reduced Further
LAKEVIEW LOT on Lake
Barkley at Canton. John
Randolph Realty and Auction
Co. 753-8382

r •
oftrft!.
-4.1
1 1 4647

1947 FORD STATION Wagon, SMALL DOZER fobs. Phone
V-41 automatic, new tires. Nice. 753-7370 after 8 p. in.
Phone 436-5366.

For Sale by Owner
.48 acres on Lake Barkley,
Donnelson Bay area. $995
an acre. .86 acres a few
feet from entrance to 12
BARKLEY
million
LODGE. .89 acres 3 miles
covered in
Barkley
from
/
1
2 acre lots
large timber..
with city water, utilities,
and some paved streets in
lake area.
runecke eveielgio.
153442/ et 755-5550

,„

a

'Torn *Knitting Needles •Pearl Beads
•Decoupage *Note Cards
1451

Jerry Stollens, Owner
rt-

ANA Lllf 1453

753-8317
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Funerals

Economy
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(Costlaiied from Page II
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Mrs. Annie York
Dies At Hospital;
Funeral Is Today
Mrs. Annie Stringer York,
1413 Poplar, Benton died at 6:15
•
.
414
p.m. Thursday at Benton
Municipal Hospital Long Term
Care Unit. She was 85.
Funeral rites will be conducted today at two p.m. at
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Chapel, Benton, with Kenneth
Hoover officiating. Burial will
be in Benton Cemetery with
great-grandsons serving as
pallbearers.
Mrs. York was a member of
Renton Church of Christ.
She is survived by a daughter,
SHOPPING SPREE WINNER—Hoyt Roberts of Murray won the 2 -minute shopping spree rat,
Mrs. Lilah Mae Wyatt of
minutes, Roberts gathered in
Benton; a stepdaughter, Mrs. fled by the Murray-Galloway County Jaycees this month.In the
Julian Bohanon of Paducah; a about $211 in grocery items at the Southside IGA. With Roberts are Jaycee officials David King
stepson, Louie York of Murray, and Joe McKinney.
a sister, Mrs. Eula Henson of
(Staff Photo br Ted Delane )
Paducah; a brother, Bert
Stringer of Benton; four
grandchildren, 11
greatgrandchildren, and one great(Continued from Page 1
great-grandchild and several
which will require a maximum
step-grandchildren.
Friends may call at the effort on the part of each band
Dr. John Lindauer, dean of parent group are invited. These
member to achieve another
funeral home.
the College of Business and include the Instrument Society
honor for the bands," Sills said.
Public Affairs at Murray State of America, the American
For the past three years, all
Chemical
of
University, will be the principal Institute
Murray bands have received
Engineers, the American
top ratings of superior at this speaker Wednesday, Feb. 19, at
Mechanical
of
a dinner meeting of the Ken- Society
event.
Engineers, and the Institute of
Following the competition, tucky Lake Section of the
American Chemical Society and Electrical and Electronic
the bands will begin preparing
Engineers.
for the annual spring parades members of the Joint Technical
Reservations should be made
Societies of Western Kentucky.
which
Concert
the
Spring
and
Mrs. Pearl Taylor. 401 East
The meeting will he held at with Gene Adkins, B. F.
the
110
feature
will
also
South St., Mayfield, died at
the Ritz Hotel, Paducah, Goodrich, 395-4151, before noon
1050 p.m. Thursday at Park- member 6th grade band and the beginning with a social hour
at 6 Monday, Feb. 17, or Dr. Bob
Murray
School
Middle
stage
Center
Convalescent
in
view
p. m., followed by the dinner at McClellan, Murray State
band.
Paducah.
7 p. m. and Dr. Lindauer's University 502-762-2584).
Mrs. Taylor, 86, the widow of
address at 8 p. m.
James A. Taylor. was a retired
employe of Merit Clothing Co.
Lindauer, a nationally-known
authority on inflation and the
She was a member of First
Baptist Church, Mayfield.
nation's economic policies, has
numerous
Surviving are two sons,
at
iestified
A talent show and chili supper
Bro, Theodore Cunningham, congressional hearings on such
James H. Taylor of Davison.
will tie held at the North
Mich., and J. Otto Taylor of Jr., will speak at the St. John areas as the wage and price Elementary School on SaturDetroit; three sisters, Mrs. Baptist Church, Murray, on controls, the dollar devaluation day, March 1, sponsored by the
Ruby Rhodes of South Fulton. Sunday, February. 16, at six p. and the 7 percent investment Parent-Teacher Club.
credit. He was the only KenTenn., and Mrs. Gladys Smith m.
Mrs. Sarah
Alexander
The guest speaker has tuckian to attend the White
of Dalhart, Tex.; five grandreported that her committee
children - and
-several recently entered the gospel House Conference on Inflation could use more
acts for the
Ministry and the public is in- last fall.
great grandchildren.
talent show and said if anyone
This is not a regular meeting would like to participate to call
Funeral
are vited, a church spokesman said.
services
of the Joint Technical Societies, her at 753-1959 after six p.m.
scheduled Sunday at two p.m. at
It1
whir+.
Roberts Funerni
11113 43 611 4141C11 31/1.16 161 01.11./.11.3
a part, a spokesman for the and children
Mayfield, with Rev. John
in the area and
chemical group emphasized,
Huffman officiating. Burial will
talent will be accepted until the
although all members of the
be in Cuba Church of Christ
time allotment is filled. Mrs.
Cemetery.
Alexander said.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after noon
OFFICE OPEN
"A Living Witness" will be
Saturday.
The Calloway County Court
the subject of the Sunday
Clerk's office will be open on
morning sermon by Rev. A. H.
Saturdays from 8 a. m. until 3 p.
McLeod, Jr., at the South
in each Saturday for the
Pleasant
Grove
United
remainder of Feb. for personsMethodist Church. His scripture
Two sermons on the subject, to purchase license plates,
will be from Romans 8:11-19.
"Heart Diseases & Cures," will according to Court Clerk
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m and the worship service at be preached by Bro. John Dale Marvin Harris.
at the 1040 a.m, and six p.m.
eleven a.m. The Church Choir
The Baptist Student th
services on Sunday. February
will
sing
"Rescue
the
Choir, directed by Steve O'Neil
ART GUILD
Perishing" with special parts 16, at the Seventh and Poplar
will present a special program
Christ.
The Murray Art Guild is now
sung by Ellen Orr, Christi Church of
of music and testimony at the
Steve Howard will read the open from twelve noon to four
Cooper, and Sara Cooper. Mrs.
Memorial Baptist Church on L. D.
scripture from Matthew 15:18- p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday,
Cook, Jr., is the choir
Sunday, February 16, at 6:30 p.
and
Friday.
director with Olivene Erwin as 20 at the morning service with Thursday,
m.
organist and Tommy Gaines as prayers to be led by Carman Saturday.
Prior to the program a multi- pianist.
Graham and Jerry Hummedia report on the recent
A joint meeting of the Ad- phreys.
Brandon Springs Youth Camp ministrative
At the evening service Larry
Board and the
will be given.
Council on Ministries will be Cunningham will read the
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor, held at four p.m.
scripture from Proverbs 4:20Sunday.
will speak at the 10:50 a. m.
23. Ewin Dick and Keith Higgins
The evening services begin
Haltom'
is with choir
worship services. Bill
will lead in prayers.
practice and Junior
week.
serving as deacon of the
Jerry Bolls will direct the
L'MYF at five p.m., Senior
by
the
will
be
Special music
UMYF with Counselors and song service and Ed Thomas
The First Baptist Church will
directed
by
Sanctuary Choir,
Youth Minister Barry Sirls at will make the announcements. have regular services on
of
minister
Hampton,
Presiding for The Lord's
Ron
six p.m., and the evening
Sunday, February' 16, at 10,45
music and youth.
worship at six p.m. Special Supper will be Howell Clark and a.m, and seven p.m. with the
Sunday School will be at 9:40 singing will be by Ellen
Stafford
Curd.
Orr and
pastor, Rev. Richard Walker,
Serving on the Extension
a. m. and Church Training at Leola Erwin, accompanied by
speaking at both hours.
Department
will
be
5:30 p. m.
Tommy
Sarah Cooper, pianist.
Gus Robertson, Jr., deacon of
Choir rehearsals are as
Bible study on Wednesday is Schroader, Harry Russell, Roy the week, along with Edward T.
follows: College at 4:30 p. m. at seven p.m.
Harmon, and Ted Howard.
Walsh, minister of youth,and G.
Bible study will be held at 9:40
and Youth at 510 p. m. Sunday;
Rev. McLeod is also pastor of
T. Moody, minister of
a.m. Sunday.
Sanctuary at eight p. m. the Story's Chapel United
education, will assist in the
Items needed for the church
Wednesday after prayer ser- Methodist Church and their
morning services.
vice; Junior at three p. m. worship services are at 9:45 pantry include cereal, coffee,
Special music will be by the
Thursday with the church bus a.m. Sunday followed by Pible and canned fruit.
Adult Choir, directed by W.
picking up children at Carter study, and Wednesday at seven
Rudolph Howard, minister of
and Robertson Schools.
p.m.
music, with Mrs. John Bowker
as organist and Mrs. J. D.
Rayburn as pianist. Miss Sarah
Hail will sing a solo, "What Ya
g Income Tax Income Tax Income Tax Iniome Tax ra
i—
The regular monthly Com- Gonna Do If You Wait Too
0
The
0
3
munity Continuing Nursing late')", at the morning serCD
E
Education Meeting sponsored vices.
IIIMMIEBLOCIC .4
0
a by the Murray Calloway County Sunday School will be at 9.30
c
Hospital will be held Monday, a.m.
)4
3'
Volunteer nursery workers
February 17, at 7:30 p.m. in the
o
r,
o—
Sunday morning will be
0
Hospital Conference Room.
is now located at
G)
3
Dr. H. S. Jackson, Jr., Mesdames Dale Cochran, Glen
eD
E
Urologist, will be the guest Hodges, Phillip Mitchell,
0
(.)
0
speaker and his topic will be, William Sams, B. C. Grogan,
C
if
Southeast of the Central
"Polycystic Kidney Disease". Michael Sykes, and Karl
Se
3'
Shot ping Center
He is associated with the Hussung, Misses Julie Sams,
O
el
P—
0
Houston-McDevitt Clinic and is Jane Rice, and Kim Alley.
Central
61
3
The Teachers and Workers
on the medical staff at the
is
E
Shopping Center
Murray Calloway County Clinic will begin Sunday at six
o
-.4
...)
0
p.m and continue for five
Hospital.
C
Armies
X
If R
The doctor received his .pre- Sundays with Mrs. Robert
04
Block
med at University of Kentucky, Wagar, Dr. Paul Lyons, and-G.
r-9
w
0
D..
Lexington, M. D. from T. Moody as teachers. Serving
3
44
ti, University of Tennessee at for classes for children and
E
Memphis, Tenn., and did his youth will be Mr. and Mrs.
—1
o
0 internship at
Worthsido
0
Hillcrest Medical David Hill, Mrs. Dannie
c
'
i. Shopping Center'
Center, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Harrison, Mr and Mrs Rand
Si—
3'
s
es
All-,community--and—hospitai Cunningham,liai.aliidaiirar- As
0
'117isir5yvapt
—
o
P—
nurses are invited to attend, a Hook, Mrs. Ned Walsh, and
ta
Income Tax Income Tax Income Tax Income Tax 3
hospital spokesman said.
Mrs. G. T. Moody.

Concert. . .

Lindauer To Speak Before
Chemical Society In Paducah

Mrs. Pearl Taylor
Dies At Center;
Rites Are Sunday

Talent Needed For
North PTC Show

Bro. Cunningham
To Speak Sunday

Subject Of Sermon
For Rev. McLeod

Memorial Church
To Hear Choir At
Sunday Services

"Heart Diseases &
Cures" Subject
Of Two Sermons

Regular Services
Sunday At First
Baptist Church

Dr. H. S. Jackson
To Speak, Nurses

Income Tax Office

903 Arcadia Street

.

other lowering in the prime
rate also had a favorable effect
on the market. Bank of America and First National City
Bank, the nation's two largest
commercial banks, lowered
their prune lending rates onecuLar_ter, poipt to 8.75. per cant.
One Piece lin—faverable eea.
nomic news was a larger deficit in the balance of payments
during the fourth quarter. The
mmerce Department anraced a $4.1 billion deficit in
'it' final three months of 1974
and an $8 billion deficit for the
year.
In other economic developments:
—The Association of American Railroads said the nation's
railroads laid off more than 32,000 workers in December and
January. The association said
he decline was caused by the
current recession and not by
any diversion of traffic to other
forms of transportation.
The Agriculture Department's outlook board said consumers spent a record $164.6
billion for food last year, up
14.6 per cent from 1973.
Dairy product prices were up
19 per cent from 1973, and fishery products gained 15 per
cent. Beef prices rose 3 per
cent on the average for the entire year while pork declined
slightly. Poultry prices dropped
5 per cent.

mew omt,omievre___

DRIVER EDUCATi011 CAR

- 41649a sisi

DRIVER EDUCATION DONATION — Jim Fain (center)of Jim fain Motors presents the keys to
a 1975 model automobile to Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of the Department of Recreation and
Physical Education at Murray State University, for use of the vehicle in the driver education
program at the university. Also shown is Bill Wells, assistant professor, who teaches driver
education courses. The local firm furnishes two cars each semester for use in the program.

Field Trial To
Be Held In LBL
The Calloway County Field
Trial Club will hold its spring
membership Trial Saturday,
Feb. 22 at the Field Trial Area,
Land Between the Lakes,
Tennessee side.

Dr. James Fisher
Lists His Sermon
Topic For Sunday

Christian Church
To Hear Dr. Roos
Sunday Morning
"New Resources—To Meet
r he Crisis" will be the subject of
r he sermon by Dr. David C.
Roos, minister of the First
Christian Church, at the 10:45 a.
m. services on Sunday.
February 16. This will be the
first Sunday in Lent.
Mrs. Margaret Porter will
sing a solo, "0 Divine
Redeemer." Mark and Paul
Austin will be candle lighters.
James Boone will be the
worship leader with Mrs. Bob
Hopkins in charge of the
Worship Story Hour.
Elders serving will be John
Pasco, Sr., and Johnny Reagan.
Dr. Cartwright, Dr. Austin, Dr.
Clark, N. Hale. R. Hopkins, D.
Taylor, and I.. Yates will serve
as deacons. Greeters will be Mr.
and Mrs. Ron Mitchell.
The flowers will be in honor of
r he anniversary of Mr. and Mrs.
Vincent Lundeen by their
daughter, Jean Fleming.
The God Squad will meet at
5:30 p. m. and The Others at
6:30 p. m. Sunday.
Christian
Men's
The
Fellowship will meet at six p.
Viednesdayin the fellowship
hall. Each one is to bring a sack
lunch.

/

•

The classes will be shooting
dogs and puppies, up to two
years old.
The shooting dogs will be
judged on gun dog standards,
LAKE DATA
and the puppies will be judged
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 355.0,
down 0.1. Below dam 325.5, as potential shooting dogs.
down 0.5.
Judges for the event will be
Barkley Lake,7 a. m. 355.1, no
Bob Ivey and Guy Sullivan of
change. Below dam 333.3, down
Mayfield. The drawing will be
0 4.
held Friday night, Feb. 21 at
Sunset 5:35 p. m., sunrise 6:46
City Hall.
m.a
For more information and
dog entry, contact Marshall
Gilliam. 753-4149 or Jerry
Any
753-7787.
Lassiter,
Galloway County resident is
invited to attend, a spokesman
said.

Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
minister of the First United
Methodist Church, will speak at
the 8:45 a.m. and 10:50 a.m.
services on Sunday, February
,g
His subject will be "The
Challenge of Lent" with his text
from Psalms 51:1-19.
Miss Sarah Hail will sing the
solo, "Were You There," at the
8:45 a.m. service. The Chancel
Choir, directed by Paul Shahan
with Mrs. Richard Farrell at
the organ, will sing the anthem,
-Trust In The Lord." Special
music will be by the Instrumental Quartet conipos
of Deborah Duke, Donald Story,
Donna Story, and Neal B.
Mason.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
The Sunday evening Lenten
worship services will start this
week at seven p.m. with the
Friendship Class in charge of
the services and the Fellowship
Class directing the social hour
that follows.
The Junior and Senior High
UMYF will have supper at 5:30
p.m. with Charles and Jewell
Guthrie in charge. Their
meetings will follow at six p.m.
The United Methodist men's
supper will be served at the
fellowship hall of-the church on
Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.
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Special Activities For National
FBLA Week Planned By Students
—
Vocational business and of- forming the public, especially I- -fice education students at the other young people, about the
Murray
Area
Vocational exciting and rewarding career
Education Center joined Future opportunities that await them in
Business Leaders of America the world of business and
members throughout the nation business education.
in activities to make the
To show the importance of
community aware of the im- business and the role of youth in
portance of the business youth business, members of the
organizations during the Murray Vocational Center
national FBLA Week, February Chapter advertised FBLA Week
9-15.
on
marquees
local
at
The celebration, proclaimed businesses, have had spot anthroughout the nation, is to nouncements at the high schools
inform the general public and and on the radio, set up and
local businessmen of the conducted a program and tour
number of future executives, for high school students at the
secretaries, business machine vocational school, wore blue
operators, teachers, and clerks and gold ribbons during the
being trained in the high school, week, put up bulletin boards,
vocational schools, business had a breakfast for the advisory'
schools, and colleges and committee, and publicized the
universities throughout the chapter's activities in the
country.
newspaper. Members also had
The week also will see the mayor proclaim February
business students actively in- 5-15 as FBLA Week.
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